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A Basic Glossary
for Archivists, Manuscript

Curators, and Records Managers

FRANK B. EVANS, DONALD F. HARRISON
and EDWIN A. THOMPSON, Compilers

WILLIAM L. ROFES, Editor

THE COMMITTEE ON TERMINOLOGY of the Society of American Archivists
has developed this glossary of terms it regards as basic to the disciplines
of the archivist, the manuscript curator or librarian, and die records
manager. The committee has spent several years in planning this
glossary, defining its scope, and soliciting terms from a wide range of
practitioners in the three professions. The contributors represent a
cross-section of the Society's interests, its expertise, and its experience
in both the public and private sectors, in Canada as well as in the
United States.

Because of the committee's conviction that professionalism demands
precision, which in turn implies standardization, this glossary presents
the preferred term and meaning in each case. Whenever possible the
definitions conform with meanings that have evolved from the basic
literature and the policies and practices of leading Nordi American
institutions. Canadian usage is indicated. Since the language of our
disciplines is not static, practitioners are constantly inventing new terms
for convenience. Such terms, particularly when appropriated from
other disciplines, frequently obscure or confuse more than they convey
the intended meaning. Nevertheless some of these new terms and
meanings have become sufficiently established for inclusion here. In
the main, however, the compilers have attempted to include only those
terms controlled by one or more of the three designated disciplines.
They have not presumed to define terms controlled by other profes-
sions, regardless of the frequency of their use. For such terms the
reader should consult one or more of the works listed in the biblio-
graphic appendix. Finally, since a glossary is not a substitute for a
dictionary, no terms are included for which satisfactory definitions are
given in a standard dictionary.

In thus limiting its purpose and scope, the committee is convinced
that this glossary will more completely reflect and serve the basic
interests and needs of all three professions. Its widespread use should
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4i6 THE AMERICAN ARCHIVIST - JULY 1974

promote more effective communication within our professional com-
munity and with related professions.

A subcommittee undertook the tasks of compilation and original
drafting, and the whole committee carefully reviewed successive drafts,
providing independent criticism and consideration of various points of
view. This procedure afforded close consultation, and it kept in
balance "federal" or "public-records" usage with that of the private
sector. Inclusion of a relatively high number of terms designated as
"U.S. Govt." is simply a recognition of the important contributions
made to their professions by archivists, manuscript curators, and rec-
ords managers in the U.S. federal government.

During the preparation of the glossary, principal responsibility for
selecting and drafting definitions of archival terms was assumed by
Frank B. Evans; for records management terms, by Donald F. Harri-
son; and for manuscript terms, by Edwin A. Thompson. Those drafts
were reviewed by the other members of the committee: C. F. W.
Coker, Dorothy Hill Gersack, David E. Horn, John D. Knowlton, Alan
D. Ridge, William F. Sherman, Mary F. Whalen and A. Robert
N. Woadden. The final copy was prepared by Mrs. Dorothy Hassett
and was edited by Committee Chairman William L. Rofes. Reprints of
this glossary are available from the Society of American Archivists.

ABBREVIATIONS. First letter abbreviations are frequently used to indi-
cate the physical form of a manuscript; for example, C for card, D
for document, /. for letter, and N for note. Other common
abbreviations are S for signature, A for autograph, and Df for
draft.

ACCESS. (1) The availability of or the permission to consult records,
archives, or manuscripts. (2) (U.S. Govt.) The ability and oppor-
tunity to obtain security classified or administratively controlled
information or records. See also CLEARANCE; RESTRICTED ACCESS.

ACCESSION. (1) The act and procedures involved in a transfer of legal
title and the taking of records or papers into the physical custody
of an archival agency, records center, or manuscript repository.
In records center operations, transfer of legal title may not be
involved. (2) The materials involved in such a transfer of
custody. See also DEPOSIT.

ACCRETION. An addition to an accession which is sometimes known as
an addition or, in Canadian usage, an accrual.

ACCRUAL. See ACCRETION.
ACTION COPY. That copy of a communication directed to a particular

agency, office, or individual responsible for action, as opposed to
an information copy.

ACTIVE RECORDS. See CURRENT RECORDS.
ADDITION. See ACCRETION.
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GLOSSARY

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONTROLLED INFORMATION. (U.S. Govt.) Privileged
or other non-security-classified information in records sometimes
bearing designations such as For Official Use Only, or Limited Official
Use, to prevent its unauthorized disclosure. See also CLASSIFIED
INFORMATION; CLOSED FILE.

ADMINISTRATIVE VALUE. In appraisal, the usefulness of records to the
originating or succeeding agency in the conduct of current
business. In nongovernment use, the phrase operational value is
also used. See also EVIDENTIAL VALUE; INFORMATIONAL VALUE.

ALIENATION. The act of transferring or losing custody or ownership of
records to an agency or person not officially related to the institu-
tion or organization whose records are involved. See also ESTRAY;
REPLEVIN.

APPRAISAL. (1) The process of determining the value and thus the
disposition of records based upon their current administrative,
legal, and fiscal use; their evidential and informational or research
value; their arrangement; and their relationship to other records.
Sometimes referred to as Selective retention. (2) The monetary
evaluation of gifts of manuscripts. See also INTRINSIC VALUE.

ARCHIVAL AGENCY. See ARCHIVES.

ARCHIVAL ARRANGEMENT. See ARRANGEMENT.

ARCHIVAL INTEGRITY. The standard that requires that archival hold-
ings be identified and arranged by provenance, maintained in their
original filing order, and preserved in their entirety without muti-
lation, alteration, or unauthorized destruction of any part of them.

ARCHIVAL PRINCIPLES. See PROVENANCE; REGISTRY PRINCIPLE.

ARCHIVAL VALUE. The determination in appraisal that records are
worthy of indefinite or permanent preservation by an archival
agency. Sometimes referred to as historical, continuing, or enduring
value.

ARCHIVES. (1) The noncurrent records of an organization or institu-
tion preserved because of their continuing value; also referred to,
in this sense, as archival materials or archival holdings. (2) The
agency responsible for selecting, preserving, and making available
archival materials; also referred to as an archival agency. (3) The
building or part of a building where such materials are located;
also referred to as an archival repository (or, in U.S. Govt., archival
depository). In American usage, the term archives is generally a
plural or collective noun, although the form archive has been
applied to a number of special collections.

ARCHIVES ADMINISTRATION. The management or direction of the
program of an archival agency, including the following basic
functions: appraisal, disposition, accessioning, preservation, ar-
rangement, description, reference service, exhibition, and publica-
tion.

ARCHIVES BOX/CONTAINER. A storage box, for archives or manuscripts,
of pressed cardboard, either in letter or legal size, and usually with
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4 i8 THE AMERICAN ARCHIVIST - JULY 1974

a capacity of about one-third cubic foot. See also DOCUMENT CASE;
RECORDS CENTER CONTAINER/CARTON.

ARCHIVES GROUP. See RECORD GROUP.
ARCHIVIST. A person responsible for or engaged in one or more of

the following activities in an archival repository: appraisal and
disposition, accessioning, preservation, arrangement, description,
reference service, exhibition, and publication. See also MANU-
SCRIPT CURATOR; RECORDS MANAGER.

ARRANGEMENT. The process and results of organizing archives, rec-
ords, and manuscripts in accordance with accepted archival princi-
ples, particularly provenance, at as many as necessary of the
following levels: repository, record group or comparable control
unit, subgroup(s), series, file unit, and document. The process
usually includes packing, labeling, and shelving of archives, rec-
ords, and manuscripts, and is intended to achieve physical or
administrative control and basic identification of the holdings. See
also PROCESSING.

AUDIOVISUAL RECORDS/ARCHIVES. Records and archives in pictorial or
aural form, regardless of format, and related textual records. See
also ICONOGRAPHIC COLLECTION; PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDS/ARCHIVES.

AUTHENTICATION. Determination that a record or a reproduction of a
record is what it purports to be. Frequently but incorrectly used
as synonymous with Certification.

AUTOGRAPH. (1) Traditionally, a signature. (2) A manuscript, signed
or unsigned, in the hand of the author. (3) A typescript signed by
the author. See also HOLOGRAPH.

BARROW PROCESS. A process of document repair and restoration
named after William J. Barrow (1904-67) that involves de-
acidification, the use of tissue to increase the strength of the
original, and thermoplastic lamination. See also DEACIDIFICATION.

CALENDAR. A chronological list of individual documents, either selec-
tive or comprehensive, usually with a description giving one or
more of the following: writer, recipient, date, place, summary of
content, type of manuscript, and page or leaf count.

CARTOGRAPHIC RECORDS/ARCHIVES. Records and archives containing
information depicting, in graphic or photogrammetric form, a
portion of a linear surface, such as maps and related materials
(globes, topographic and hydrographic charts, cartograms, relief
models, and aerial photographs), and related textual records.

CASE FILE. A folder or other file unit containing material relating to a
specific action, event, person, place, project, or other subject.
Sometimes referred to as a Project file or Dossier.

CENTER CARTON. See RECORDS CENTER CONTAINER/CARTON.
CENTRAL FILES. The files of several offices or organizational units

physically and/or functionally centralized and supervised in one
location.

CERTIFICATION. (1) The act of attesting the official character of a
record or a reproduction thereof. (2) The document containing
such an attestation. See also AUTHENTICATION.
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GLOSSARY

CHARGE OUT. (1) The action of recording the removal and loan of
documents from a file, or loan of the entire file. (2) The docu-
ment used to record this action.

CHECKLIST. (U.S. Govt.) A finding aid, usually for a particular acces-
sion, created by an archival agency and consisting of a preliminary
listing of records with or without summary description of their
informational content. With the development of the record group
concept this finding aid evolved into the inventory.

CHRONOLOGICAL FILE. See READING FILE.

CINE FILM. (Canada) Motion picture film.
CLASSIFICATION. (1) The predesignated filing system for a record

series. (2) The act of identifying documents or records in accor-
dance with a predesignated filing system.

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION. (1) (U.S. Govt.) Official records or informa-
tion requiring, in the interest of national security, protection
against unauthorized disclosure. The degree of protection is
specified by one of the following: Top Secret, Secret, Confidential,
Restricted Data, Formerly Restricted Data, and (prior to 1953)
Restricted. (2) In nongovernment organizations, sometimes used
to designate information/records over which the organization de-
sires to exercise a greater degree of security than normal. See also
ADMINISTRATIVELY CONTROLLED INFORMATION; CLOSED FILE; DE-
CLASSIFICATION; DOWNGRADE.

CLEARANCE. (U.S. Govt.) An administrative determination that an
individual may have access to security-classified records or infor-
mation of a specified category in connection with official duties or
for research on an approved topic.

CLOSED FILE. (1) A file unit or series containing documents on which
action has been completed and to which additional documents are
not likely to be added. (2) A file unit or series to which access is
limited or denied. See also ADMINISTRATIVELY CONTROLLED INFOR-
MATION; CLASSIFIED INFORMATION.

COLLECTION. (1) An artificial accumulation of manuscripts or docu-
ments devoted to a single theme, person, event, or type of record.
(2) A body of manuscripts or papers, including associated printed
or near-print materials, having a common source. If formed by or
around an individual or family, such materials are more properly
termed personal papers or records. If the cumulation is that of a
corporate entity, it is more properly termed records. (3) In singu-
lar or plural form, the total holdings—accessions and deposits—of
a repository. See also MANUSCRIPTS; PAPERS; RECORD GROUP; REC-
ORDS.

COLLECTIVE RECORD GROUP. A modification of the record group concept
which for purposes of convenience brings together the records of a
number of relatively small and short-lived agencies that have an
administrative or functional relationship, the records of each such
agency constituting a separate subgroup. See also GENERAL RECORD
GROUP; RECORD GROUP.

COMPREHENSIVE RECORDS PLAN. (U.S. Govt.) A document describing all
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42° THE AMERICAN ARCHIVIST - JULY 1974

or part of the records of an agency or institution, specifying
records to be preserved as having archival value, and authorizing,
on a continuing basis, the disposition of specified recurring series
of records. See also RECORDS RETENTION PLAN.

CONTINUITY FILE. See READING FILE.
CONVENIENCE FILE. Extra copies of records, personal papers, or publi-

cations, maintained for ease of access and reference. Sometimes
known as Personal file.

COPY. A reproduction of the contents of an original document,
prepared simultaneously or separately, usually identified by func-
tion or by method of creation. Copies identified by function
include action copy, comeback copy, file or record copy, informa-
tion or reference copy, official copy, stayback copy, and tickler
copy. Copies identified by method of creation include carbon
copy, mimeograph copy, ribbon copy, and electrostatic copy. See
also FACSIMILE.

COPY, CERTIFIED. See CERTIFICATION.
CORRESPONDENCE. Letters, postcards, memoranda, notes, telecom-

munications, and any other form of addressed, written communi-
cations sent and received.

CORRESPONDENCE MANAGEMENT. Application of records management
techniques to correspondence to increase efficiency, improve qual-
ity, and reduce costs. In Canadian usage, treatment of correspon-
dence.

CUBIC FEET. A measurement of volume for records, archives, and
manuscripts. See also LINEAR FEET.

CURRENT RECORDS. Records necessary for conducting the current
business of an office and which therefore must be maintained in
office space and equipment. In Canadian usage, active records. In
Canadian and U.S. Govt. usage records are regarded as current or
active if there is at least one reference use per cubic foot per
month; in business usage, four references per file drawer per
month. See also NONCURRENT RECORDS; SEMICURRENT RECORDS.

CUSTODY. The guardianship of records, archives, and manuscripts
which, in a strict sense, includes both physical possession (protec-
tive responsibility) and legal title (legal responsibility). See also
DEPOSIT.

DATA ARCHIVES. See MACHINE-READABLE ARCHIVES.
DAY FILE. See READING FILE.
DEACIDIFICATION. The process by which the pH of paper documents is

raised to a minimum of 7.0 to assist in their preservation. The
process is now generally used before documents are thermoplasti-
cally laminated. See also BARROW PROCESS; LAMINATION.

DECLASSIFICATION. The determination that classified information no
longer requires, in the interest of security, protection against
unauthorized disclosure. A removal or cancellation of the secu-
rity classification designation is normally involved. See also
DOWNGRADE.
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GLOSSARY 421

DEED OF GIFT. A signed, written instrument containing a voluntary
transfer of title to real or personal property without a monetary
consideration. This frequently takes the form of a contract estab-
lishing conditions governing the transfer of title and specifying any
restrictions on access or use. Sometimes known as Instrument of
gift-

DEPOSIT. Archives or manuscripts placed in the physical custody of a
repository without transfer of title. Sometimes referred to as
courtesy storage. See also ACCESSION; CUSTODY.

DEPOSITORY. See REPOSITORY.
DESCRIPTION. The process of establishing intellectual control over

holdings through the preparation of finding aids. See also PROCES-
SING.

DESCRIPTIVE INVENTORY. See INVENTORY.
DESTRUCTION SCHEDULE. See DISPOSITION SCHEDULE.
DIRECTIVES MANAGEMENT. The application of records management

techniques to the preparation, issuance, distribution, and mainte-
nance of directives.

DISPOSAL. See DISPOSITION.
DISPOSAL LIST. A document providing one-time authorization for the

legal destruction of specified existing record series.
DISPOSAL SCHEDULE. See DISPOSITION SCHEDULE.
DISPOSITION. The actions taken with regard to noncurrent records

following their appraisal. The actions include transfer to a rec-
ords center for temporary storage, transfer to an archival agency,
donation to an eligible repository, reproduction on microfilm, and
destruction. The term includes but is not synonymous with dis-
posal, which in U.S. Govt. usage means destruction.

DISPOSITION SCHEDULE. A document governing, on a continuing basis,
the retention and disposition of the recurring records series of an
organization or agency. Also known as a records schedule, a records
control schedule, a retention schedule, and a records retention schedule.
The provisions of such schedules are mandatory in the U.S. Govt.
See also GENERAL RECORDS SCHEDULE.

DOCUMENT. (1) Recorded information regardless of medium or
characteristics. Frequently used interchangeably with record. (2)
A single record or manuscript item. When abbreviated, D. or
Doc, it designates any manuscript that is not a letter. See also
ITEM; RECORD.

DOCUMENT CASE. A container, approximately 15 X 10 X 3 inches, for
the flat filing of archives or manuscripts. Sometimes known as
clamshell box. See also ARCHIVES BOX/CONTAINER.

DOSSIER. An accumulation of documents in a folder or other file unit,
concerned with the same purpose and gathered together to give
information about a real or corporate person. The term is some-
times applied to a case file or a particular transaction or
proceeding. See also CASE FILE.

DOWNGRADE. TO determine that classified information no longer
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requires, in the interest of security, the same degree of protection
against unauthorized disclosure as originally provided. A change
of the classification designation to reflect an appropriate lower
degree of protection is involved. See also DECLASSIFICATION.

ESTRAY. The legal term applied to a record or document not in the
custody of the original records creator or its legal successor. See
also ALIENATION; REPLEVIN.

EVALUATION. See APPRAISAL.
EVIDENTIAL VALUE. A phrase, popularized by T. R. Schellenberg, that

refers to the value of those records of an agency that are "neces-
sary to provide an authentic and adequate documentation of its
organization and functioning." Modern Archives: Principles and
Techniques (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1956), p. 140.
See also ADMINISTRATIVE VALUE; INFORMATIONAL VALUE.

FACILITATIVE RECORDS. See HOUSEKEEPING RECORDS.
FACSIMILE. A duplicate of a document in content, form, and appear-

ance, but not necessarily in size. The emphasis is on the similarity
of appearance.

FILE. (1) An accumulation of records maintained in a predetermined
physical arrangement. Used primarily in reference to current
records, the term in archival usage may refer to either a series or a
file unit such as a folder or dossier. (2) To place documents in a
predetermined location according to an overall plan of
classification. (3) In machine-readable records/archives, two or
more data records of identical layout treated as a unit. The unit is
larger than a data record, but smaller than a data system, and is
sometimes known as a data set. (4) Storage equipment, such as a
filing cabinet. See also SERIES.

FILES. A collective term usually applied to all records of an office or
agency.

FILES ADMINISTRATION. The application of records management tech-
niques to filing practices, in order to maintain records easily and to
retrieve them rapidly, to ensure their completeness, and to facili-
tate the disposition of noncurrent records.

FINDING AIDS. The descriptive media, published and unpublished,
created by an originating office, an archival agency, or manuscript
repository, to establish physical or administrative and intellectual
control over records and other holdings. Basic finding aids in-
clude guides (general or repository and subject or topical), inven-
tories or registers, location registers, card catalogs, special lists,
shelf and box lists, indexes, calendars, and, for machine-readable
records, software documentation.

FONDS. A term widely used in Europe to designate for control pur-
poses the archives of a particular type of institution or organiza-
tion; a term comparable to the concept of the record group.

FORM. Any document, printed or otherwise produced, with space(s)
for inserting information, descriptive material, or addresses.

FORMS MANAGEMENT. The application of records management tech-
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niques to forms design, construction, production, logistics, mainte-
nance, and use to provide improved quality, increased efficiency,
and reduced costs.

FUMIGATION. The process of exposing records, archives, and manu-
scripts, usually in a vacuum or other airtight chamber, to poison-
ous gas or vapor, to destroy insects, mildew, or other forms of life
that may endanger them.

GENERAL RECORD GROUP. Record groups with titles usually beginning
"General Records of . . ." established for most executive depart-
ments and several independent agencies as a practical modification
of the record group concept. Such record groups include the
records of the office of the head of the department or agency and
the records of other units concerned with matters, such as fiscal
and personnel, that affect the department or agency as a whole.
Several of the record groups of this type include records that were
produced by bureaus or comparable units but that were incorpo-
rated into central files maintained for the entire department or
agency. See also COLLECTIVE RECORD GROUP; RECORD GROUP.

GENERAL RECORDS SCHEDULE. A records control schedule, also called a
general schedule, governing the retention and disposition of
specified recurring records series common to several or all
organizations. Sometimes known as Common records schedule. See
also DISPOSITION SCHEDULE.

GUIDE. At the repository level, a finding aid that briefly describes and
indicates the relationships between holdings, with record groups,
papers, collections, or comparable bodies of material as the units of
entry. Guides may also be limited to the description of the
holdings of one or more repositories relating to particular subjects,
periods, or geographical areas. See also SUMMARY GUIDE.

HAND LAMINATION. See LAMINATION (2).
HISTORICAL MANUSCRIPTS. See MANUSCRIPTS.
HOLDING AREA. Space assigned for the temporary or transitory storage

of semicurrent records.
HOLDINGS. The total accessions and deposits of a repository. See also

COLLECTION (3).
HOLOGRAPH. A document in the handwriting of the person who signs

it. The term is used to indicate that the entire document, not only
the signature, is autograph.

HOUSEKEEPING RECORDS. Records of an organization that relate to
budget, fiscal, personnel, supply, and similar administrative or
facilitative operations normally common to all agencies, as distin-
guished from program or substantive records that relate to an
organization's primary functions. See also PROGRAM RECORDS.

ICONOGRAPHIC COLLECTION. A collection or group of pictures, photo-
graphs, illustrations, prints, and similar material sometimes with
related documents, clippings, and printed items. See also
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDS/ARCHIVES.

INACTIVE RECORDS. See NONCURRENT RECORDS.
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INFORMATION MANAGEMENT. The administration of information, its
use and transmission, and the application of theories and tech-
niques of information science to create, modify, or improve infor-
mation handling systems.

INFORMATIONAL VALUE. A phrase, popularized by T. R. Schellenberg,
referring to the value of records that derives from the infor-
mation they contain "on persons, place, subjects and the like
with which public agencies deal; not from the information that is
in such records on the public agencies themselves." Modern Ar-
chives: Principles and Techniques (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1956), p. 148. See also ADMINISTRATIVE VALUE, EVIDENTIAL
VALUE.

INSTRUMENT OF GIFT. See DEED OF GIFT.
INTRINSIC VALUE. Inherent value and, in manuscript appraisal, the

worth, in monetary terms, of a document dependent upon some
unique factor, such as its age, the circumstances regarding its
creation, a signature, or an attached seal.

INVENTORY. (1) A basic archival finding aid that generally includes a
brief history of the organization and functions of the agency whose
records are being described; a descriptive list of each record series
giving as a minimum such data as title, inclusive dates, quantity,
arrangement, relationships to other series, and description of
significant subject content; and, if appropriate, appendices which
provide such supplementary information as a glossary of abbrevia-
tions and special terms, lists of folder headings on special subjects,
or selective indexes. (2) In records management the term is used
to describe a survey of records prior to disposition or the de-
velopment of records retention schedules. See also REGISTER (2).

ITEM. The smallest unit of record material which accumulates to form
file units and series, e.g., a letter, memorandum, report, leaflet,
photograph, or reel of film or tape. See also DOCUMENT; RECORD.

LAMINATION. (1) A mechanically assisted process, generally preceded
by deacidification, of reinforcing weak or damaged paper docu-
ments by enclosing them between two sheets of plastic foil, usually
cellulose acetate, and two sheets of tissue which, through the
application of heat and pressure, become thermoplastic and im-
pregnate the original. More properly referred to as thermoplastic
lamination to distinguish it from hand lamination or commercial
and industrial lamination processes. (2) A manual process for
protecting or reinforcing a weak or damaged paper document by
enclosing it between two sheets of cellulose acetate which are
bound to the document by acetate. See also BARROW PROCESS;
SILKING.

LEGAL CUSTODY. See CUSTODY.
LEGAL SIZE. (1) A standard paper size 8!4 x 14 inches (U.S. Govt.

8 x i2'/2 inches). (2) Capable of holding legal size papers or
documents. See also LETTER SIZE; METRIC SIZE.

LETTER BOOK. (1) A book of blank or lined pages on which letters have
been written. The letters may be drafts written by the author or
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GLOSSARY 425

fair copies made by the authors or clerks. (2) Copies of letters,
originally on loose sheets and most frequently carbon copies,
bound together, usually in chronological order. Sometimes
spelled as one word, letterbook.

LETTERPRESS COPYBOOK. A book of tissue papers in which documents
(usually letters sent) were copied by transfer of ink through direct
contact with the original using moisture and pressure in a copy
press. A copy of a single document produced by this method is
referred to as a letterpress copy or press copy. This copying
method was frequently used between 1820 and 1920.

LETTER SIZE. (1) A standard paper size 8Vi x 11 inches (U.S. Govt.
8 x voVt inches). (2) Capable of holding letter size papers or
documents. See also LEGAL SIZE; METRIC SIZE.

LINEAR FEET. (1) A measurement for descriptive and control purposes
of shelf space occupied by archives, records, or manuscripts. For
vertical files (records filed on edge) the total length of drawers,
shelves, or other equipment occupied is calculated; in the case of
material filed horizontally (flat or piled up), the total vertical
thickness is used. Linear feet, except for card indexes, may be
equated with cubic feet on a one-to-one basis for description of
textual records. (2) A measurement for descriptive and control
purposes of the length of film, tape, or microfilm. (Usually
expressed as feet.) See also CUBIC FEET.

LITERARY MANUSCRIPT. Manuscripts, including drafts and proofs, of
literary compositions, such as novels, essays, plays, and poetry.

LITERARY PROPERTY RIGHT. The common law right under which the
author of a letter or manuscript or his heirs retain the right of first
publication of the documents, regardless of the ownership or
location of the originals. Unlike statutory copyright, common law
literary property rights are perpetual and are terminated only by
general publication or positive dedication.

MACHINE-READABLE RECORDS/ARCHIVES. Records and archives whose
informational content is usually in code and has been recorded on
media such as magnetic discs, drums, tapes, punched paper cards,
or punched paper tapes, accompanied by finding aids known as
software documentation. The coded information is retrievable
only by machine.

MAIL MANAGEMENT. The application of records management tech-
niques to the flow of mail to provide rapid handling and accurate
delivery.

MANUSCRIPT. A handwritten or typed document, including a letter-
press or carbon copy. A mechanically produced form completed
in handwriting or typescript is also considered a manuscript.

MANUSCRIPT COLLECTION. See COLLECTION.

MANUSCRIPT CURATOR. A person usually engaged in one or more of
the following activities in a manuscript repository: solicitation,
accessioning, processing, preservation, reference service, exhibi-
tion, and publication. See also ARCHIVIST; RECORDS MANAGER.

MANUSCRIPT GROUP. An organized body of related papers or a collec-
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tion, comparable to a record group, for control purposes. See also
RECORD GROUP.

MANUSCRIPTS. Documents of manuscript character usually having
historical or literary value or significance. All manuscript records
may thus be regarded as manuscripts, but generally the term is
used to distinguish nonarchival from archival material. Included
in the term are bodies or groups of personal papers with organic
unity, artificial collections of documents acquired from various
sources usually according to a plan but without regard to prove-
nance, and individual documents acquired by a manuscript re-
pository because of their special importance. See also COLLECTION;
PAPERS.

METRIC SIZE. AS used in paperwork management, an international
system of paper measurement based on the subdivisions of a
square meter. See also LEGAL SIZE; LETTER SIZE.

NONCURRENT RECORDS. Records no longer required in the conduct of
current business that can therefore be accessioned by an archival
repository or destroyed. See also CURRENT RECORDS; SEMICURRENT
RECORDS.

NONRECORD MATERIAL. Material not usually included within the
definition of records, such as unofficial copies of documents kept
only for convenience or reference, stocks of publications and
processed documents, and library or museum material intended
solely for reference or exhibition.

OFFICE FILE. (1) Records relating or belonging to an office or position,
or connected with one holding an office or position. (2) Docu-
ments or copies of documents kept by or for a public or other
official for his or her private and personal use, relating directly or
indirectly to his or her official duties.

OFFICIAL RECORD. In law, a record having the legally recognized and
judicially enforceable quality of establishing some fact.

ORAL HISTORY. An aural record, or a transcript of an aural record,
originally recorded on a magnetic medium, and as a result of a
planned oral interview.

PAPERS. (1) A natural accumulation of personal and family materials,
as distinct from records. (2) A general term used to designate
more than one type of manuscript material. See also COLLECTION;
MANUSCRIPTS; PERSONAL PAPERS.

PAPERWORK MANAGEMENT. The application of cost reduction principles
and techniques to records creation, use, maintenance, and disposi-
tion processes, particularly those involving correspondence, forms,
directives, and reports. As popularized in the U.S. Govt. by the
Second Hoover Commission, paperwork management is the pro-
gram provided for by the Federal Records Act of 1950. See also
RECORDS MANAGEMENT.

PERMANENT/DURABLE PAPER. A term generally applied to pH neutral
papers.

PERMANENT RECORDS. See ARCHIVES.
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PERMANENT WITHDRAWAL. The permanent transfer of records from
the physical and legal custody of a repository.

PERSONAL PAPERS. The private documents accumulated by an indi-
vidual, belonging to him or her and subject to his or her
disposition. See also OFFICE FILE; PAPERS.

pH VALUE. A measure of the intensity of the acid content of paper.
Also referred to as hydrogen ion concentration, pH is expressed in
terms of a logarithmic scale from o to 14. 7.0 is the neutral point;
values above 7 are alkaline; values below 7 are acid.

PHONOTAPE. The generic term used to designate a sound recording on
magnetic tape. Sometimes known as audiotape.

PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDS/ARCHIVES. Records or archives that take the
form of pictures or photographs, sometimes with related textual
records. See also ICONOGRAPHIC COLLECTION.

PHYSICAL CUSTODY. See CUSTODY.
PIECE. (1) A discrete object or individual member of a class or group,

as a letter. In this sense, piece is synonymous with item or
document. (2) A fragment or part separated from the whole in
any manner, for example by cutting or detaching, as a separated
leaf of a multipage document.

PRELIMINARY INVENTORY. See INVENTORY.
PRESERVATION. (1) The basic responsibility to provide adequate

facilities for the protection, care, and maintenance of archives,
records, and manuscripts. (2) Specific measures, individual and
collective, undertaken for the repair, maintenance, restoration, or
protection of documents.

PRESS COPY. See LETTERPRESS COPYBOOK.
PRIVATE RECORDS/ARCHIVES. The records and archives of nongovern-

mental organizations and institutions.
PRIVATE PAPERS. See PERSONAL PAPERS.
PRIVILEGED INFORMATION. See ADMINISTRATIVELY CONTROLLED INFOR-

MATION.
PROCESSING. The activities intended to facilitate the use of personal

papers and manuscript collections generally comparable to ar-
rangement, description, and preservation of archival material.

PROGRAM RECORDS. Records created or received and maintained by an
agency in the conduct of the substantive functions for which it is
responsible. The term is used in contrast with housekeeping or
facilitative records. See also HOUSEKEEPING RECORDS.

PROJECT FILE. See CASE FILE.
PROVENANCE. (1) In general archival and manuscript usage, the "office

of origin" or records, i.e., that office or administrative entity that
created or received and accumulated the records in the conduct of
its business. Also the person, family, firm, or other source of
personal papers and manuscript collections. (2) Information of
successive transfers of ownership and custody of a particular
manuscript. (3) In archival theory, the principle that archives of a
given records creator must not be intermingled with those of other
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records creators. The principle is frequently referred to by the
French expression, respect desfonds. A corollary, frequently desig-
nated as a separate principle, is the Principle of Sanctity of the
Original Order (or respect pour I'ordre primitif, Registratur Prinzip, or
Registry Principle).

PUBLIC RECORDS. (1) In general usage, records accumulated by gov-
ernment agencies. (2) Records open to public inspection by law or
custom.

PURGE. See WEED.
QUESTIONED DOCUMENT. A document whose origin or authorship has

been challenged and whose authenticity is in doubt.
READING FILE. A file containing copies of documents arranged in

chronological order. Sometimes known as a chronological or chron
file or a day file and, in Canadian usage, as a continuity file. Reading
files may be circulated to other persons for reference; chronological

files are usually retained by the author for his or her reference.
READING ROOM. See RESEARCH ROOM.
RECORD. (1) Recorded information regardless of media or char-

acteristics. (2) In machine-readable records/archives, two or more
data fields in predetermined order and treated as a unit. See also
DOCUMENT; ITEM; OFFICIAL RECORD.

RECORD COPY. See COPY.
RECORD GROUP. A body of organizationally related records established

on the basis of provenance with particular regard for the adminis-
trative history, the complexity, and the volume of the records and
archives of the institution or organization involved. Collective and
general record groups represent modification of this basic concept
for convenience in arrangement, description, and reference
service. See also COLLECTION; COLLECTIVE RECORD GROUP;
GENERAL RECORD GROUP; MANUSCRIPT GROUP; SUBGROUP.

RECORD SERIES. See SERIES.
RECORDS. All recorded information, regardless of media or charac-

teristics, made or received and maintained by an organization or
institution in pursuance of its legal obligations or in the transaction
of its business.

RECORDS CENTER. A facility, sometimes especially designed and con-
structed, for the low-cost and efficient storage and furnishing of
reference service on semicurrent records pending their ultimate
disposition.

RECORDS CENTER CONTAINER/CARTON. A corrugated cardboard box
designed to hold one cubic foot of records, either legal or letter
size, and used chiefly in records centers.

RECORDS CONTROL SCHEDULE. See DISPOSITION SCHEDULE.

RECORDS DISPOSITION. See DISPOSITION.

RECORDS MANAGEMENT. That area of general administrative manage-
ment concerned with achieving economy and efficiency in the
creation, use and maintenance, and disposition of records. See also
PAPERWORK MANAGEMENT.
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RECORDS MANAGER. The person responsible for or engaged in a
records management program. Sometimes known as a records
officer or records administrator. See also ARCHIVIST; MANUSCRIPT
CURATOR.

RECORDS RETENTION PLAN. (U.S. Govt.) A two-part plan for identifying
the permanently valuable records of an agency; the first part
designates categories of records that deserve preservation, or those
functions and activities for which the documentation should be
preserved, and the second part, the location and titles of particular
series or segments of series in which the documentation or
categories can be found. See also COMPREHENSIVE RECORDS PLAN.

RECORDS RETENTION SCHEDULE. See DISPOSITION SCHEDULE.
RECORDS RETIREMENT. See DISPOSITION.
RECORDS SCHEDULE. See DISPOSITION SCHEDULE.
REFERENCE SERVICE. The basic function of providing information

about or from archives, manuscripts, and records; making hold-
ings available for use; and providing copies or reproductions,
either certified or uncertified, from holdings.

REGISTER. (1) The list of events, letters sent and received, actions
taken, etc., usually in simple sequence, as by date or number, and
often serving as a finding aid to the records, such as a register of
letters sent or a register of visitors. (2) (U.S. Govt.) A term
applied to the finding aid developed in the Manuscript Division of
the Library of Congress to describe groups of papers, collections,
and records by giving their provenance and conditions of ad-
ministration; scope and general content including span and bulk
dates; a biographical note about the person, family group, or
organization whose material it is; its arrangement; a container list
which is essentially a folder listing; and, on occasion, selective
document indexes. See also INVENTORY.

REGISTRY PRINCIPLE. The basic archival principle, sometimes referred
to as the Principle of Sanctity of the Original Order, respect pour
Vordre primitif, or Registratur Prinzip, which maintains that archives
should be retained in their original organizational pattern or
structure and in their original filing arrangement in order to
preserve all relationships. See also PROVENANCE.

REHABILITATION. See PRESERVATION.
REPAIR. See PRESERVATION.
REPLEVIN. (1) The recovery of property—records, archives, or

manuscripts—by an institution or organization claiming own-
ership. (2) The writ and legal act by which an institution or
person takes over such property.

REPORTS MANAGEMENT. The application of records management tech-
niques to reporting practices to increase efficiency, improve qual-
ity, and reduce costs.

REPOSITORY. A place where archives, records, or manuscripts are
kept. Frequently used as synonymous with depository.

RESEARCH ROOM. That area in a repository, generally enclosed, where
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archives and manuscripts are consulted by researchers under the
supervision of the repository staff. Sometimes referred to as
reading room or search room.

RESPECT DES FONDS. See PROVENANCE.
RESTORATION. See PRESERVATION.
RESTRICTED ACCESS. A limitation on the use of a body of archives,

manuscripts, or records, or on those containing information of a
specific kind or of a particular form. The restriction may limit the
use for a time to particular persons or classes of persons or may
exclude all potential users. Restrictions may be imposed by law or
by the repository, but more commonly they are imposed by
officials of transferring agencies or by donors and are enforced by
the repository. See also ACCESS; CLEARANCE.

RETENTION PLAN. See COMPREHENSIVE RECORDS PLAN.
RETENTION SCHEDULE. See DISPOSITION SCHEDULE.
SCREEN. TO examine records or archives to determine the presence of

restricted documents or information and to remove such docu-
ments from the files. See also STRIP; WEED.

SEARCH ROOM. See RESEARCH ROOM.
SECURITY-CLASSIFIED RECORDS. See CLASSIFIED INFORMATION.
SELECTIVE RETENTION. See APPRAISAL (1).
SEMICURRENT RECORDS. Records required so infrequently in the con-

duct of current business that they should be moved to a holding
area or directly to a records center. See also CURRENT RECORDS;
NONCURRENT RECORDS.

SERIES. File units or documents arranged in accordance with a filing
system or maintained as a unit because they relate to a particular
subject or function, result from the same activity, have a particular
form, or because of some other relationship arising out of their
creation, receipt, or use. Sometimes known as a record series.

SIGNATURE. The name of a person written in his own hand. Some-
times known as an autograph.

SILKING. The reinforcement of documents by pasting silken gauze or
a substitute on both sides of each page with a thin flour paste
containing a small amount of glycerin. See also LAMINATION.

SPECIAL LIST. (U.S. Govt.) A finding aid listing series, file units, or
documents, to call attention to these particular items within a
record group, to bring together information on all such items in
several record groups relating to a particular topic, or to expand
the descriptive detail provided in series entries in inventories.

STRIP. (Canada) To remove for disposition items from within file
units. See also SCREEN; WEED.

SUBGROUP. A body of related records within a record group, usually
consisting of the records of a primary subordinate administrative
unit. Subgroups may also be established for related bodies of
records within a record group that can best be delimited in terms
of functional, geographical, or chronological relationships. Sub-
groups, in turn, are divided into as many levels as are necessary to
reflect the successive organizational units that constitute the
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hierarchy of the subordinate administrative unit or that will assist
in grouping series entries in terms of their relationships. See also
RECORD GROUP.

SUBSERIES. An aggregate of file units within a record series readily
separable in terms of physical class, type, form, subject, or filing
arrangement.

SUBSTANTIVE RECORDS. See PROGRAM RECORDS.
SUMMARY GUIDE. A preliminary guide to the holdings of a repository,

generally lacking in descriptive detail regarding the informational
content of record and manuscript groups, subgroups, and series.
See also GUIDE.

TEXTUAL RECORDS/ARCHIVES. The term usually applied to manuscript
or typescript, as distinct from cartographic, audiovisual, and
machine-readable records and archives.

TRANSFER FILE/BOX. A container used to transfer custody or physical
location of records, sometimes used for long-term storage.

TREATMENT OF CORRESPONDENCE. See CORRESPONDENCE MANAGEMENT.
UNSCHEDULED RECORDS. Records for which no ultimate disposition has

been determined.
VALUATION. See APPRAISAL (2):
VERTICAL FILE. A file in which items are placed in an upright (on-

edge) rather than in a flat (faceup) position.
VITAL RECORDS MANAGEMENT. The application of records management

techniques to the records of an organization to provide continuity,
recovery capability, and protection of organizational interests in an
emergency or after a disaster.

WEED. TO examine records in order to remove permanently file units
lacking continuing value. Sometimes known as purge. See also
SCREEN; STRIP.

WORKING PAPERS. Documents such as rough notes, calculations, or
drafts assembled or created and used in the preparation or analysis
of other documents.

APPENDIX

This bibliography includes several glossaries and professional dic-
tionaries, but most of the citations are to general works and treatises
which contain useful definitions or include a glossary. The citations
are grouped into four categories: Archives, Manuscripts, Records
Management, and Additional References.

ARCHIVES

Brooks, Philip C. Research in Archives: The Use of Unpublished Primary
Sources. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1969.

Cunha, George M., and Cunha, Dorothy G. Conservation of Library
Materials: A Manual and Bibliography on the Care, Repair, and Res-
toration of Library Materials. 2d ed. 2 vols. Metuchen, N.J.:
Scarecrow Press, 1971.
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Evans, Frank B., comp. The Administration of Modem Archives: A Select
Bibliographic Guide. Washington, D.C.: National Archives and
Records Service, 1970. (Particularly chapter 3, "Archival Con-
cepts, Terminology, and Principles.")

Horton, Carolyn. Cleaning and Preserving Bindings and Related
Materials. 2nd ed. Chicago: American Library Association, 1969.

International Council on Archives. Elsevier's Lexicon on Archive
Terminology. Amsterdam: International Council on Archives,
1964.

Posner, Ernst. American State Archives. Chicago: University of Chi-
cago Press, 1964.

Schellenberg, T. R. The Management of Archives. New York:
Columbia University Press, 1965.

, Modern Archives: Principles and Techniques. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1956.

MANUSCRIPTS

Benjamin, Mary A. Autographs: A Key to Collecting, rev. ed. New
York: Walter R, Benjamin Autographs, 1963.

Bordin, Ruth, and Warner, Robert. The Modern Manuscript Library
Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1966.

Fitzpatrick, John C. Notes on the Care, Cataloguing, Calendaring, and
Arrangement of Manuscripts. Washington, D.C.: Government Print-
ing Office, 1913.

Kane, Lucile M. A Guide to the Care and Administration of Manuscripts.
Madison, Wise: American Association for State and Local History,
1966.

Nute, Grace Lee. The Care and Cataloging of Manuscripts as Practiced by
the Minnesota Historical Society. St. Paul: Minnesota Historical So-
ciety, 1936.

Thompson, Edwin A., comp. A Glossary of American Historical and
Literary Manuscript Terms. Washington, D.C.: 1965, privately
printed.

RECORDS MANAGEMENT

Committee on Records Management, Society of American Archivists.
"Writings on Records Management: A Select List." American Ar-
chivist 36 (July 1973): 367-71. (Contains 32 citations, many of
which contain glossaries.)

Gregory, Ben F.; Reitzfeld, Milton; and Rofes, William L. "A Records
Management Glossary." Records Management fournal 2 (Autumn
1964): 2-32.

U.S. Department of the Army, The Adjutant General's Office, De-
partmental Records Branch. Glossary of Archival and Records Ad-
ministration Terms Applicable to the Work of the Departmental Records
Branch. Washington, D.C.: 1957.
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U.S. General Services Administration, National Archives and Records
Service, Office of Records Management. Glossary for Records
Management. Records Management Staff Paper No. 1. Washing-
ton, D.C.: 1966.

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

American Library Association. Editorial Committee. Subcommittee
on Library Terminology. A. L. A. Glossary of Library Terms.
Chicago: American Library Association, 1943.

American National Standards Institute (ANSI). Vocabulary for Informa-
tion Processing. ANSI X3. 12-1970. New York: American Na-
tional Standards Institute, 1970. (Has been adopted by the U.S.
G o v e r n m e n t as Federal Information Processing Standard [FIPS] Publi-
cation No. 11.)

Avedon , Don. MS inn: Glossary of Micrographics, igji. Silver Spring,
Md.: National Microfilm Association, 1971.

Carter, John. ABC for Book-Collectors. New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
195.1-

Datamation Magazine, Automatic Data Processing Glossary. Greenwich,
Conn.: F. D. Thompson Publications, n.d.

Harrod, L. Montague. The Librarian's Glossary. London: Grafton &
Co., 1938.

International Business Machines Corporation. Data Processing
Glossary. 5th ed. GC20-1699-4. Poughkeepsie, N.Y.: 1972.

Kent, Allen, and Lancour, Harold, eds. Encyclopedia of Library and
Information Science. New York: Marcel Dekker, Inc., 1968.

Kohler, Eric L. A Dictionary for Accountants. 3d ed. Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1963.

Landau, Thomas, ed. Encyclopedia of Librarianship. New York:
Hafner Publishing Co., 1958.

Sharp, Wallace S. Dictionary of Cinematography and Sound Recording.
London: Fountain Press, 1959.

The Bookman's Glossary. 4th ed. New York: R. R. Bowker, 1961.
Thrower, Norman J. W. Maps and Man: An Examination of Cartography

in Relation to Culture and Civilization. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1972. (Appendix C, pp. 167-74, "Glossary of
Terms.")

U.S. Department of Defense, U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers. Glossary
of Mapping and Geodetic Terms. 2d ed. Washington, D.C.: 1969.

U.S. General Services Administration, National Archives and Rec-
ords Service. Preliminary Inventory of Records of the U.S. Courts for
the District of Indiana, RG 21. Warren B. Griffin, comp.
Washington, D.C.: 1967. (Appendix: "Glossary of Terms to Iden-
tify Court Cases, Actions, and Documents.")

Wardle, David B. Document Repair (Society of Archivists Handbook).
London: W. S. Maney & Son, 1971. (Contains a glossary in the
appendix.)
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Writings on Archives,
Historical Manuscripts,

and Current Records: 1972

ISABEL V. CLARKE, Compiler
PATRICIA A. ANDREWS, Editor

THIS SELECTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY is comprised of titles published during the 1972
calendar year. Some titles issued earlier but not appearing in previous bibliog-
raphies have also been included. The bibliography is broadly classified by
subject according to the outline below. Inclusive entry numbers and a list of
abbreviations of frequently cited periodicals have been added to facilitate use.
An extensive current listing of books, periodical articles, and other publications
of interest to archivists and manuscript librarians is found in Library Literature,
published by the H. W. Wilson Company and generally available only in
libraries. This index appears six times a year and is cumulated annually.

I. General Literature

A. Bibliographies (1-7)
B. General Studies, Manuals, and Terminology (8-30)
C. Professional and Program Promotion Organizations

(31-48)

II. Management of Current Records

A. Principles and Techniques (49-59)
B. Forms and Filing (60-69)
C. Automation (70-74)
D. Reproduction (75-81)

III. Repositories: History, Organization, and Activities
A. United States—General (82-99)
B. United States—State and Local (100-116)
C. Canada (117-25)
D. Other Geographical Areas (126-219)

IV. Preservation, Restoration, and Storage of Records and
Historical Manuscripts

A. Preservation and Restoration (220-46)
B. Buildings and Storage Equipment (247-49)

The bibliographers are librarians on the staff of the National Archives and Records
Service, Washington, D.C. 20408. They would appreciate knowing of significant omis-
sions here and receiving copies of pertinent publications for future bibliographies.
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V. Appraisal and Disposition of Records and Historical
Manuscripts (250-63)

VI. Arrangement and Description of Records and Manuscripts

A. Principles and Techniques (264-70)
B. United States—General (271-301)
C. United States—State and Local (302-15)
D. Canada (316-17)
E. Other Geographical Areas (318-43)

VII. Use of Archives and Historical Manuscripts

A. Principles and Techniques (344-50)
B. Access (351-66) ,
C. Reproduction (367-73)

D. Automation (374-80)

VIII. Historical Editing and Documentary Publication (381-85)

IX. Training (386-400)

The following abbreviations have been used for frequently cited periodicals:

AA
Abst AA
Arch is Mss
Prologue

Ras Arch
Rec Mgt J
Rec Mgt Q
Rn'

Soc Arch J

Unesco
Bui Lib

American Archivist
Abstract in American Archivist
Archives and Manuscripts
Prologue: The Journal of the

National Archives
Rassegna degli Archivi di Stato
Records Management Journal
Records Management Quarterly
Arch Argentina. Revista del

Archivo de la Nation
Society of Archivists,

Journal
Unesco Bulletin

for Libraries

I. GENERAL LITERATURE

A. Bibliographies

Allee, W. Arthur. "Records Management Periodicals Bibliography (An-
notated Articles January-December 1969) Part IX—Conclusion." Rec
Mgt Q 6, no. 1 (Jan. 1972)43-46.

"Bibliographic des inventaires repertoires et guides d'archives publies en
1971." Gazette des Archives n.s., no. 76 (ig72):57-6o.

Clarke, Isabel V., comp. "Writings on Archives, Current Records, and
Historical Manuscripts 1970." AA 35 (July/Oct. ig72):378-4O2.

"Publications of the National Archives and Records Service." Prologue 4
(Summer, Fall, Winter 1972)1128-30, 195-96, 262-63.

Reichmann, Felix, and Tharpe, Josephine M. "Manuscript and Archival
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•
Collections." Bibliographic Control of Microforms, pp. 167-230. West-
port, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1972. vii, 256 pp.

6. Schmitz, Hans, and Tiepelmann, Hannelore. Ubersicht iiber die
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PAPER PERMANENCE
AND DURABILITY ARE

IMPORTANT TO
ARCHIVISTS

All important records must withstand

For over 110 years, Byron Weston Co. has supplied a paper which has
become known as "The Nation's Standard for Recordkeeping." It is
watermarked "Byron Weston Linen Record," and every sheet has the date
of manufacture in its watermark.
Classified as an "Extra 100% Rag" or, synonymously, "Cotton Fiber"
grade, Byron Weston Linen Record is specially made with new 100%
cotton clippings. Beware of claims that any wood fiber paper will last
hundreds or thousands of years, regardless of how it is produced.
Permanent records on Byron Weston Linen Record, made over 100 years
ago in county courthouses throughout the United States, are living proof
of permanence. Contrast this proof with unreliable predictions. Byron
Weston Linen Record meets all important specifications, including those
of the U.S. Government for acidity values.

As an archivist, you have a legitimate concern about the paper used in
all important records. To learn more about this interesting subject,
simply write for a copy of "The Archivist's Folder."

Mail your request to:

E. F. BARTLEY, SALES MANAGER
BYRON WESTON CO.
800 MAIN ST. Burnt; Western

III
OALTONMASS.0,226 E

Manufacture of W—ton and L. L Brown Piper*
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Technical Notes

CLARK W. NELSON, Editor

ICA Studies on Preservation and Reprography. The International
Council on Archives has published two studies prepared for
UNESCO: John Davies, A Study of Basic Standards and Methods in
Preservation and Restoration Workshops Applicable to Developing Countries
(1973, $3.00, or g.50 fr. Swiss); Albert H. Leisinger, Jr., A Study of the
Basic Standards for Equipping, Maintaining, and Operating a Reprographic
Laboratory in Archives of Developing Countries (1973, $3-50, or 11 fr.
Swiss). Either book may be ordered by transfer on International
Council on Archives Account 336.385, Societe de Banque Suisse,
Ch-3000 Berne; indicate author and number of copies on counterfoil.
Send copy of payment order to the agency which mails the
books: Archives Generates du Royaume, 2 rue de Ruysbroeck, B-1000
Brussels, Belgium.

ICA Microfilm Committee Publications. The Microfilm Committee
of the International Council on Archives has issued its first two bulle-
tins which contain reports about its activities as well as articles on
microfilming. Bulletin 1 (Budapest, 1972) includes an updated report
on the committee by its chairman Albert H. Leisinger, Jr., of the
United States National Archives. Included also is a list of the
committee's corresponding members from forty-one countries.

The bulk of the 57-page bulletin is devoted to articles on archival
microfilming, technique, and abstracts. Among the titles are "The
Microfilm Holdings in the Public Archives of Canada"; "Ten Years of
Security Filming in the German Federal Republic"; "The Exchange of
Microfilms Between Archives, the Hungarian Experience"; "Archival
Microfilming in India"; "Le microfilmage des archives federates suis-
ses"; "Microfilming in the Archives of Macedonia"; and "The Mormon
Microfilming Program." Articles on filming technique include "The
Book Cradle," "Salvaging Microfilm in the United States' Greatest
Storm," and "The Cause and Prevention of Microfilm Blemishes."

In Bulletin 2 (Budapest, 1973) the lead article reproduces the report
of the Microfilm Committee, Vllth International Congress on Archives
(Moscow, August 1972). It notes the progress the committee has made

Readers are encouraged to send contributions to this department and should address
them to Clark W. Nelson, Archivist, Mayo Foundation, Rochester, Minn. 55901.
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despite the shortage of funds. As with the first issue, the major
portion of this bulletin's sixty-five pages are devoted to articles focusing
on archival microfilming technique and abstracts. Some of the titles
are "SARBICA-CONSAL Regional Microfilm Clearing-House"; "Mi-
crophotography in Great Britain's Public Record Office"; "The
Microfilming of Palestine Records at the Public Record Office";
"Microfilm Technology"; and "Microphotography in the National Ar-
chives of Zambia." The section on technique contains "Microfiche
System at the Public Archives of Canada"; "Establishment of a
Microfilm Section at the King Abdul Aziz University, Jeddah"; "A
Swedish Report on Microfilm"; "Microform Reader Specifications";
and "Microbiodeterioration of Microfilm."

In the microbiodeterioration article are presented the results of
studies conducted in Poland on (1) the examination of microbial
resistance of cellulose acetate foil, microforms, and film emulsions; (2)
the isolation of micro-organisms that destroy films and film emulsions
and hydrolize gelatin, the basic component of emulsion; and (3) the
protection of microfilm against microbial agents. The studies deter-
mined that acetate microforms and particularly film emulsions are not
bioresistant. A variety of micro-organisms was identified. A search of
possible protective materials indicated that sodium salt of p-
chloro-m-cresol incorporated in film emulsions may be an efficient
microbicide.

New Microfilm Densitometer. A new microfilm transmission den-
sitometer has been announced by Macbeth Color and Photometry
Division of Kollmorgen Corporation. It features increased sensitivity
and a solid state system for easy maintenance. , Called the TD-518, the
transmission densitometer will be used in microfilm applications to
determine Diazo printing densities for quality control of duplicates and
background densities of silver masters. In addition, the device can be
used to control film quality by monitoring process control strips.
Researchers can use the TD-518 for reading ANSI diffuse densities
between 300-400 nm (360 nm peak) through a wratten 18A filter and
evaluating the printing densities of "high green sensitive" films through
a wratten 93 filter.

The new TD-518 is described as being faster, easier to use, more
stable, and specifically designed for use by operational personnel. The
unit is simple to operate, with pushbutton controls and zero warmup
time. High density calibration is preset at the factory and needs to be
checked only periodically. Set-up time has been reduced from mi-
nutes to seconds. Fewer operator reading errors will be made since
the device has a digital display using the latest electronic readout
techniques. The TD-518 has 1,2, and 3mm apertures to accommo-
date differences in the size of desired reading areas of film. Each
aperture is permanently set in its own stage diffuser and is simple to
change. For more information, contact General Sales Manager, Mac-
beth Color and Photometry Division of Kollmorgen, Box 950, New-
burgh, N. Y. 12550.
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Copy Symposium. In mid-November last year, nearly 600 rep-
resentatives of federal government agencies and departments assem-
bled in Washington, D.C., for a symposium on "Cost-effective Office
Copying." Frederick W. Babbel, National Archives and Records Ser-
vice, coordinated this twenty-second national symposium. The gather-
ing was addressed by more than twenty reprographic specialists who
shared their experiences working with copiers, costs, and controls.
James B. Rhoads, Archivist of the United States, welcomed the assem-
blage with remarks describing the government's use of copying
machines. It is estimated that five billion copies are being produced
annually under federal contract at a cost of $104 million, excluding
labor. Rhoads further dramatized these figures by noting that if half
of the copies are filed, an additional $100 million is expended annually
in filing costs. Besides this, additional costs accrue from floorspace, file
cabinets, and file maintenance.

The keynote address by Brig. Gen. Louis O. Alder, U.S. Air Force
Systems Command, emphasized the need for giving priority to costs.
In other sessions, statistics were presented indicating an 18 percent
annual growth of the copier market over the past five years. Prefer-
ence for plain paper copiers increased from 70 percent in 1967 to 85
percent in 1972. This figure is expected to increase to 94 percent by
1980. In general, photocopiers are expected to double their share of
the copy/duplicating market by 1980.

It was noted that since copy technology is changing rapidly, there are
many alternatives becoming available. Costs for color copies are run-
ning about ten times that of black and white. A recommendation was
made to control strictly access to these machines. Experiences in
controlling costs in both the public and private sectors were presented.
One speaker discussed "bond-paperitis" and suggested that treated
paper was a possible alternative. It was emphasized that one must
have management support when attempting to control copy costs.
Convenience copiers were mentioned as probably the biggest waste of
all. One study showed that 85 percent of copies went directly into
circular files or file folders. Frequent mention was made of getting
people to be cost conscious as one of the effective ways of controlling
costs. Another important tool was the establishment of a controlled
copy/duplicating program with a scheduled monitoring system.

A Copy Equipment Handbook, due to be published in 1974, will be
available to the public through the Government Printing Office. The
previous edition (1966) provided an excellent summary of the technol-
ogy and methods then available.

Surface pH Determinations of Paper. Recent work at the W. J.
Barrow Research Laboratory, Inc., 428 No. Blvd., Richmond, Va.
23221, has produced a procedure for nondestructive pH determina-
tions of cellulose materials which comprise the paper in books and
documents. The new method was developed in the laboratory by
James E. Kusterer, Jr.

In the past, determination of the acidity of paper in books and
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documents has been determined by Suggested Methods T509 and
T435 established by the Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper
Industry (TAPPI). Each of these methods has a destructive nature
requiring that 1 gram of the paper be cut in 1/8" squares and soaked in
a 70 ml water bath for at least one hour.

The Beckman Flat Bulb Combination Electrode No. 39507 has
been thoroughly evaluated for potential use in paper conser-
vation/restoration by the Barrow Laboratory, and it has been concluded
that this electrode is quite accurate, long-lasting, and ideally suited to
the surface pH measurements of books and archival materials. By
using this instrument in conjunction with a Beckman Chem-Mate
Portable pH Meter, Part No. 72002 or a Beckman Zeromatic SS-3 pH
Meter, Part No. 9608, and a Beckman Five-Inch Electrode Holder, Part
No. 14880, one can effectively determine the pH of a given paper.
The steps to follow in this procedure are outlined: 1. Connect the
leads from the Combination Electrode to their appropriate inputs on
the pH Meter. 2. Soak the Combination Electrode for at least two
hours in distilled or de-ionized water before calibration or use is
attempted. 3. Calibrate the pH meter according to the calibration
instructions described in the pH meter iristruction manual using buffer
solutions having a pH value of 7.00. 4. After calibration, place one
drop of distilled or de-ionized water (boiled to remove CO2) on a level
surface of the paper whose pH is to be determined. It is unnecessary
to spread the water droplet on the paper surface as this will be
accomplished when the electrode is immersed in the droplet. 5. Lower
the electrode holder to immerse the flat measuring surface of the
electrode in the water droplet and allow at least two minutes (but not
more than thirty minutes) while the droplet equilibrates with the
paper. 6. Read the pH value. 7. Place in standby mode and remove
the electrode, being careful to prevent spread of droplet. Using
absorbent cotton, blot the area which was wet by the droplet and allow
the surface to dry before storage. 8. Preferably, at least five such pH
determinations should be made and averaged for the most accurate pH
determination.

It is often found that certain areas of a printed book page or
document exhibit a somewhat different pH than other areas of the
same page. For example, the pH of inked areas may vary from the
pH of uninked areas of the same page because the ink itself may have a
pH value. Exposure and/or handling of the outer 3/8" margin of a
book page may cause the paper to exhibit lower pH values than that
area nearest the spine of the book. In the case of a document, the
innermost area of the margins which adjoin the printed area may have
a higher pH than that area which is handled more frequently. For
these reasons, it is necessary to select equivalent areas of a page or
document if replicate pH measurements are to be made for the
purpose of obtaining an accurate average of the measured pH values.
Because the surface-to-volume ratio of the droplet in which the elec-
trode is to be immersed is large, small amounts of contaminating gases
(e.g., SO2, CO2) may be absorbed by the water droplet at its perimeter
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during pH measurements, thereby effecting changes in resultant pH
determinations.

To avoid such absorption of gaseous contaminants, a small concen-
tric cylinder that snugly fits the top of the electrode can be fabricated
from clear, rigid plastic tubing. By means of a small port at the
bottom, inert gas is allowed to flow into the cylinder and purge air
contaminants away from the electrode measuring surface and the water
droplet. The contaminants are emitted from a similar port near the
top of the cylinder. The cylinder should be tightly held against the
surface during pH measurements to avoid the entrance of air contam-
inants from underneath. The accuracy of the method has been
determined to be ±0.2 pH units (when compared with cold extraction
values) with a precision of about ±0.05 units.

The Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry (TAPPI)
is presently adopting the method as a new TAPPI-suggested method
entitled "Surface pH Measurement of Paper" (Committee Assignment
8617). For complete information on the pH measurement system
described, request the following literature from Beckman Instruments,
Inc., Fullerton, Calif. 92634: Bulletin 7147, Beckman pH Meters;
Bulletin 7686, Beckman Supplies for pH Meters; Bulletin 7227,
Chem-Mate pH Meter.

Ohio Conservation Grant. The National Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH) has made a grant to support an effort to conserve
research materials damaged in the recent severe tornado that struck
Xenia, Ohio, and other communities in the Midwest. The chairman's
grant for $10,000 was made to the American Association for State and
Local History (AASLH) in Nashville, Tennessee, specifically to aid the
Greene County Historical Society in Xenia and the Central State
University four miles north of Xenia. The grant was made by Ronald
S. Berman, chairman of the NEH, after consultation with and at the
urging of the Ohio Committee for Public Programs in the
Humanities. The grant was jointly announced by Berman and William
T. Alderson, director of the AASLH. The materials damaged in the
Greene County Historical Society consist of nearly 900 pounds of
manuscripts, books, newspapers, and similar materials. These are
being held in a deep-freeze storage facility until trained conservators
can be retained to save them.

At Central State University damage was done to archival material
and a special collection of black history as well as to books in the
university's library. The damaged material includes two significant
manuscript collections: the papers of Holly Q. Brown, a self-educated
lecturer and community leader, and papers dealing with a former
president of Central State. The AASLH will disburse the NEH
chairman's grant to the two Ohio institutions and has expressly waived
all indirect expenses in the handling of the grant.

Aural History in British Columbia. A new beginning for aural/oral
history occurred last year in British Columbia. During the summer, an
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aural history convention was called; 125 people attended the meeting at
the University of British Columbia. As a result of the gathering, plans
were laid for the formation of an aural history association. Later, in
August, the provincial government approved a special grant to the
Aural History Institute of British Columbia. A budget for 1974 was
submitted. The institute is now located in the provincial archives in
Victoria as a division of the archives.

As a result of these events, the Reynoldston Research and Studies
Publication has become an aural history quarterly called Sound Heritage.
The number 1 issue of volume 3 contains additional information about
these changes. The new publication will attempt to broaden aural/oral
history by providing a diversity of articles.

In this first issue, the publishers offer a varied fare: an article on the
British Columbia Convention of 1973; "British Columbia Indian Lan-
guage Project"; "Report of the Oral History Committee of the Cana-
dian Historical Association's Archives Section"; "A View from McGill
University"; and "Tape Recordings in Radio Documentaries." Louis
Starr, Columbia University oral historian, provided the guest commen-
tary welcoming the new publication. In it he noted that confusion will
result from using the term "aural history." Its similarity to "oral
history" in both pronunciation and spelling will, he believes, blur the
very preciseness its users want to convey. Starr suspects also that it will
only confound the innocent.

In another article, the Aural History Institute of British Columbia is
discussed. Its goals include providing a centralized archives for the
preservation of tapes and typescripts, serving as a research and infor-
mation sharing center, making the collection accessible, promoting
aural history, and being the headquarters for the Aural History Associ-
ation of British Columbia. Subscriptions to Sound Heritage are available
for $4 per year for the four issues. Address requests to Aural History
Institute of British Columbia, c/o Provincial Archives, Parliament Build-
ings, Victoria, B.C., Canada V8V 1X4.

Computer Hot Air. The Privacy Report issued by the Project on
Privacy and Data Collection, American Civil Liberties Union Founda-
tion, Washington, D.C., recently stated that the computer community is
concerned about the impact of electricity shortages. Computers them-
selves require lots of energy, and computer centers require air-
conditioning, even in winter. The "memory" of many data banks can
be erased by an interruption in power. Computers generate so much
hot air that the Hartford Insurance Group will heat its new nine-story
building in Hartford, Connecticut, from its computers. The firm
hopes to save 81,000 gallons of oil when the system begins in 1975.
Grumman Corporation is already warming its Long Island facility by
computer hot air. Thus heat generated by computers would be put to
use, although electric power is, of course, still needed to run comput-
ers.
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The International Scene:
News and Abstracts

FRANK B. EVANS, Editor

Canada

W. Kaye Lamb, former Dominion Archivist of Canada and a past
president of the SAA, spent the fall of 1973 advising Australia's
Department of the Special Minister of State about the establishment of
a National Archives of Australia and on the future development of the
Commonwealth Archives Office.

The January 1974 issue of the Canadian Archives Bulletin reveals that
archivists in Canada are experiencing many of the problems that have
characterized the profession in the United States in recent years.
Through a Committee of the Future, chaired by Hugh A. Taylor,
Canadian archivists are discussing their status as a section within the
Canadian Historical Association. Other choices they are deliberating
include the forming of a separate national society or joining the SAA
"with each Canadian regional association as a regional group recog-
nized by the SAA, and a Canadian archives council representing
Canadian archivists nationally." A number of letters to the editors
reflect many of the arguments that were advanced by archivists in the
United States at the time of the deliberations of the Committee for the
ig7o's and show the emergence of regional archival organizations.

This issue contains also reports of the committees on oral history,
conservation, microfilm, training, and records management; an ac-
count of an archives training course held at the University of Alberta in
July and August 1973; and news of the activities of four regional
associations—the Association des Archivistes du Quebec, the Archival
Association of the Atlantic Provinces, the Association of British Colum-
bian Archivists, and the Toronto Area Archives group. Then follow
summaries of various oral history and conservation conferences, news
notes, and the results of a survey of university archives in Canada.

Public Archives of Canada, Report for 1971/1972. The Public
Archives of Canada has published its bilingual annual report. The

Materials for this department should be sent to Frank B. Evans, National Archives
Building, Washington, D.C. 20408.
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statistical tabulations accompanying the reports of each of the major
organizational units illustrate graphically the continuing trend toward
greater public and private use of the resources and services of the
Public Archives. In his introduction, Dominion Archivist Wilfred I.
Smith observes that although appropriations for the archives increased
substantially during the five-year period 1967-72, most of the incre-
ment was expended simply to maintain existing levels of service in the
face of rising researcher demand and to establish archival control over
vast quantities of newly accessioned materials. Concentration upon the
former, in fact, has resulted in increased description and preservation
backlogs. The archivist enumerates seven goals for the immediate
future: opening of records centers in Winnipeg and Halifax; develop-
ing a cultural program involving archival resources; extending the
techniques of automatic data processing into the fields of records
control and retrieval; integrating machine-readable records into the
existing management system; establishing a national film archives;
expanding document restoration and preservation programs; and con-
tinuing the emphasis upon special projects. He urgently recommends
that a new building be constructed to house the Public Archives and
that its joint tenancy with the National Library be terminated as
expeditiously as possible. Finally, he suggests that recent archival
trends have demonstrated the need for legislation to replace the Public
Archives Act of 1912. [ROBERT B. MATCHETTE]

Provincial Archives of Alberta. Indexed inventories to the archives
of the Anglican dioceses of Athabasca and Mackenzie River have been
completed and distributed. Work is now well advanced on the records
of the Anglican diocese of Edmonton. Further steps have been taken
in listing and collecting records of counties and municipal districts.
Significant accessions include seventeen tape-recorded interviews with
Italian pioneers, archives of the Eastern Rockies Forest Conservation
Board 1948-72, and files of Mr. A. O. Aalborg, minister of education
and provincial treasurer, ca. 1950-70. A general meeting with record
officers in government departments was held in January as part of a
regular system for informing them of government policy and proce-
dures and the Public Records Committee of practical problems. The
government's Essential Records Program and microfilm service was
placed under the control of the branch in February and will be located
in the records centre to be established shortly in Edmonton. A start
has been made in compiling well-documented histories of government
departments as a basis for an eventual scheme of arrangement.
Personnel in the branch reached an all-time high with a staff of
thirteen permanent employees (including the librarian and a heritage
historian), twelve temporary employees, and two volunteers. [ALAN
RIDGE]

Provincial Archives of British Columbia. Willard Ireland, doyen of
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provincial archivists in Canada, retired in January after some thirty
years service. [ALAN RIDGE]

ABSTRACTS
Italy. Rassegna degli Archivi di Stato, vol. 32, no. 2 (May-August

1972). Vittorio Stella, writing on historiography and the archival
discipline, archival work and the archivist (pp. 269-84), reviews the
philosophical interpretations of Giorgio Cencetti, Leopoldo Sandri,
Giannini, Valenti, and Brenneke regarding the relationship between
historiography and the archival discipline. That discipline is a recent
creation, and in reflecting on its foundations the author concludes that
although it has generally been considered a subsidiary of history, it is
really a theory of history when it tries to understand itself, to study its
own methods, and to study its own being. He regards it as historiog-
raphy in action when the organization-inventory coincides with the
history of the entity which produced the documents. According to the
author, archival work cannot be related to historiography if it is
regarded as an office duty, the work of an organization, research, or
any other manner of assistance to the researcher. The author consid-
ers those theories that maintain that archives are a reflection of the
entity from which they came and that give to the archivist's creative
function the task of shaping its archives according to ideal schemes
born from the synthesis of their provenance.

Piero D'Angiolini and Claudio Pavone, discussing a new guide to the
Italian State Archives, an experience in progress (pp. 285-305), point
out that two guides have already been published, one of 1910 and
another of 1939, both with an historical approach which did not
facilitate the use of the archives. To compile this new guide, a series of
instructions were given to all archivists to be studied and discussed, and
from these discussions emerged the problems which the compilation of
a new guide presented: the order of entry and notation for the
archives, description of the "fonds," the problem of inclusive dates, the
general division of the guide, and many others. The authors indicate
the decisions intended to solve each of these problems and particularly
note the cooperation among older archivists who provided their ex-
perience and younger ones who provided quick action and hard work.

Maura Caprioli Piccialuti, in her notes on an inventory of London
radio records, 1939-45 (PP- 2>l5~b9)> traces the history of transmissions
of the BBC to Italy during the second World War. Among the types
of transmissions represented in those archives preserved under the
Italian Service Group are news programs and commentaries or talks
which complemented the news. These began in 1939, and around
them the Italian Programme was structured. The third type of trans-
mission was the staged transmission where two or more voices were
used and music and various sounds were added. The texts for these
programs are preserved in the Written Archives Centre of the BBC.
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The archiyes are incomplete because of the bombing of London that
damaged the BBC and because many of the authors, like Caluso,
Treves, and Candidus, kept their own scripts. An ideal inventory of
all known records is appended to the article. [LAURA V. MONTI]

Netherlands. Rijks archiefschool, Verslag en bijdragen, 19J1-1972. This
volume consists of the report of the State Training School for Ar-
chivists, 1971-72, and contributions. The State Training School pro-
vides one year of supervised field training and instruction leading to
certification for two categories of archivists, the senior level (for those
who hold university degrees) and the middle grade (for grammar and
secondary school graduates). Eleven of the former and thirty-two of
the latter stood examinations in 1971-72; articles by two of the candi-
dates for the middle grade appear in the publication. In "Turf en
water" [Peat and water], P. Brood drew upon his inventory of the
records of Jasper Klijn and Company, owners of one of the Drenthe
canals, to prepare a history of that waterway. A. M. van der Woehl, in
his "Van joodse natie tot Nederlands-Israelitische gemeente Rotter-
dam" [From Jewish 'nation' to Dutch-Israelite community], utilized his
examination of the archives of the Dutch-Israelite parish of Rotterdam
to write a brief history of the Jewish community of that city. [ROBERT
B. MATCHETTE]

Romania. Revista Arhivelor, vol. 33, no. 1 (1971). M. Andrifoiu and
M. Cerghedean describe (pp. 3-26) village seals in the counties of
Hunedoara and Zarand, in Transylvania, that validated different acts
from 1851 to 1881. Dragomir .Georgescu and P. Cancea, on pp.
61-67, describe the records of the rural credit bank as valuable sources
for the study of social history. Some of the documents contain details
of the gradual decline of the great landed proprietors, the descendants
of the old noble families, and the transfer of the lands in the last
decade of the twentieth century to the ownership of the bourgeoisie.
Other documents reflect the phenomenon that preceded the gradual
replacement of the old noble families by the new bourgeoisie, notably
the extension of property mortgages, a temporary phenomenon less-
ened by the creation of the rural credit bank. Relations between
landed proprietors and tenant farmers on the one side and between
peasant and rural proletariat on the other are also reflected in the
documents. [HOPE K. HOLDCAMPER]

USSR. Sovetskie Archivy, no. 1 (1974), is the first issue we have
received of this leading archival journal. In addition to a number of
articles on Lenin's ideas and their implementation, the issue contains
(according to a table of contents in French) articles on preservation,
information research and archives, arrangement, scientific-technical
documentation, documentary publications, and archival buildings in
Yugoslavia. We would welcome a volunteer to write abstracts of this
and succeeding issues and other publications in Russian that we are
receiving.
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News Notes

DANIEL T. GOGGIN and
CARMEN R. DELLE DONNE, Editors

The purpose of this department is to present comprehensive news
about recent accessions and openings; published finding aids and
documentary materials, both letterpress and microform; administrative
and program changes at archival institutions; activities of state and
regional archival associations; and education and training opportunities
in the fields of archives administration and records management. This
part of the journal can be successful only if such information is made
known to the editors and reporters at least three months prior to
publication months (usually January, April, July, and October).

Please send news items to the appropriate one of the following
reporters: State and Local Archives to Julian L. Mims, South Carolina
Department of Archives and History, Capital Station Box 11,669,
Columbia, S.C. 29211; Manuscript Repositories to Carolyn H. Sung,
Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 20540;
Scientific and Technological Archives to Maynard J. Brichford, Uni-
versity Archivist, University of Illinois Library, Urbana, 111. 61801;
Church Archives to John R. Woodard,'Jr., Wake Forest University,
Box 7414, Reynolda Station, Winston-Salem, N.C. 27109; Regional
and State Archival Associations to Alice M. Vestal, Cincinnati Histori-
cal Society, Eden Park, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202. All other items should
be sent to Editor, American Archivist, National Archives Building,
Washington, D.C. 20408.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture's year-old plan to use farmers'
income tax returns as a source of mailing lists for statistical surveys will
not go into effect because of public protests of invasion of privacy.
The plan was authorized by executive orders signed by President
Nixon in January and March 1973 to grant the department access to
farmers' tax returns. Confronted by a protest, the department ex-
plained that the primary purpose of the plan was to develop accurate
mailing lists to improve the reliability of surveys used in developing
crop and livestock estimates. A House subcommittee last October
recommended, nevertheless, that the executive orders be withdrawn.

The "Index to Manuscripts and Prominent Americans 1763-1815," a
definitive record of book sellers' and autograph dealers' catalogs, has
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been transferred from the University of Virginia to the American
Antiquarian Society, Worcester, Massachusetts. The project, begun in
1972 with support from a consortium of historical editing projects, is
aimed at the creation of an all-inclusive index of historical manuscripts
dated from 1763 to 1815, and offered for sale. A master index will
result, and publication is expected in 1976.

The American Library Association has completed the latest in its
continuing series of evaluations of microform readers. Included in the
series are reports on Kodak Ektalite 120 and the Bell & Howell
Briefcase Reader, two machines which have been promoted for use in
educational institutions. The reports, which were published in the
November 1973 and January 1974 issues of Library Technology Reports,
also include evaluations of the Dietzgen/Gakken 4309, Dietzgen
4323-20, Dukane Explorer 14, Micro Design 175, Micobra K-100
Escort, Micobra K-71, RTS Mini-Viewer, and the Xerox University
Microfilms 2240 series. The ALA maintains a file of library building
specifications and plans. Information is available from the Executive
Secretary, Association of College and Research Libraries, 50 East
Huron Street, Chicago, 111. 60611.

Six historians and writers have been chosen by the American Associ-
ation for State and Local History to write histories of six states on the
occasion of the Bicentennial. The authors and the states with which
they deal are Bruce Catton, Michigan; Wilma Dykeman, Tennessee;
Joe B. Frantz, Texas; David Lavender, California; Elting Morison, New
Hampshire; and Louis B. Wright, South Carolina. These appoint-
ments are the first in an AASLH project supported by the National
Endowment for the Humanities to prepare for publication popular
histories of each of the United States and the District of Columbia in
celebration of the nation's bicentennial. Preparation of the series,
tentatively entitled "A Nation of Experiments: Bicentennial Histories
of the States," is supported by combined grants from NEH totaling
almost $300,000.

The Americana Project, in association with the National Archives
and Records Service, has established a long-range program to furnish
public areas of the National Archives Building with American antique
furniture and decorative arts produced by craftsmen and artisans some
200 years ago. The National Archives Reception Room (open by
appointment only) has been redecorated in the Federal Period style
(1783-1825). A Benjamin Franklin Room was constructed in the
exhibition hall (open to the public), where a lifelike figure of Franklin
is seated at his desk in a setting of period furnishings (ca. 1765) with
related documents from the National Archives. The Americana Proj-
ect invites tax-deductible support; gifts of furnishings and related art
objects will be identified by plaques. For information write to The
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National Archives Trust Fund Board, National Archives Building,
Washington, D.C. 20408.

The Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies at the University
of California, Los Angeles, in conjunction with a number of neighbor-
ing institutions, will sponsor an international conference to consider
the multiple ways in which the discovery of the New World affected the
thought, modes of life, and institutions of the Old. The conference is
being held in honor of the Renaissance Society of America, which will
for the first time convene in the Western United States. The confer-
ence, "First Images of America: The Impact of the New World on the
Old," will be held February 6-9, 1975. For further information write
to The Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, Bunch Hall,
UCLA, Los Angeles, Calif. 90024.

The Colorado Division of State Archives and Public Records an-
nounced that George E. Warren has been appointed director and state
archivist.

The University of Colorado's Western Historical Collections acces-
sioned papers of James G. Patton relating to his presidency of the
National Farmers Union and his role as spokesman for the family
farmer; Thomas M. Patterson family papers (1838-1925) including
material relating to his terms as congressman and senator from Col-
orado and as editor of Denver's Rocky Mountain News; papers
(1885-1937) of Arthur C. Johnson, a Denver journalist, including
diaries kept by him throughout his life; and Elwood M. Brooks's papers
(1920-65) including business and personal papers relating to his service
as chief executive officer of Denver's Central Bank and Trust Com-
pany.

Through the courtesy of Samuel M. Hunn of Dover, Delaware, the
Delaware Hall of Records received some of the papers of James
Pennewill, including his oath of office (1909) as chief justice of Dela-
ware, signed by his brother, Governor Simeon Pennewill. Also received
were the minutes (1904-26) of the Delaware Rural Letter Carriers
Association taken from the records of the National Rural Letter Car-
riers Association in Washington, D.C; and papers relating to the
menhaden industry, including a list of fisheries with their dates of
establishment and the articles "Fish Flour," "The Sea and New Hori-
zons for Food for Peace," and "Catching a Million Fish."

Under a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities,
the Forest History Society (P.O. Box 1581, Santa Cruz, Calif. 95061) is
preparing reference works in North American forest and conservation
history to be published in 1976. One guide will describe the manu-
script sources of forest and conservation history in more than 300
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depositories. Another is an annotated bibliography identifying the
published literature and doctoral dissertations bearing on the exploita-
tion and conservation of North American forests.

Additions to the Guide to the Manuscript (Collections of the University
of Illinois at Chicago Circle describe the papers (1917-69) of the
Henry Booth House established by the Ethical Humanist Society of
Chicago in 1889 to improve the personal relationship of its members,
to strengthen family life, to encourage good citizenship, and to im-
prove the living conditions of the neighborhood; and the collection
(1905-73) of the Indiana Society of Chicago, a men's social organiza-
tion founded in Chicago and limited to men who were either natives or
residents of Indiana. Also accessioned were scrapbooks (1895-1900)
of the Bohemian Women's Publishing Company, a stock company
formed by Bohemian women in Chicago in 1894 to publish a journal,
Zenske.

The Manuscript Section received the records of the Young Women's
Christian Association of Metropolitan Chicago. The collection, com-
prising the corporate records of the association, consists of minutes
(1876-1921) of meetings, annual reports (1876-1907), lantern slides,
photographs, and printed material. The YWCA papers as well as the
records (1880-1973) of the Florence Crittenton Anchorage Association,
home for unwed mothers; the papers (1934-69) of Irene Kawin, social
worker; the papers (1922-69) of Rose Alschuler, author and nursery
school educator; and the records (1950-72) of the Women's Advertis-
ing Club of Chicago were placed in the Midwest Women's Historical
Collection. The MWHC, which was established by the University of
Illinois at Chicago Circle, is a growing archives of sources pertaining to
women of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Material (1960-73)
that was added to the Esther Saperstein Collection relates to mental
health, women, and education. Also, papers relating to the following
were accessioned: the Society of Priests for a Free Ministry (1969-72),
Citizens for a Better Environment (1971-73), and the German-
American League for Culture (1938-42). In addition, correspondence
written by and to Jane Addams was acquired as well as photographs,
pottery, and weaving.

The Illinois Historical Survey Library of the University of Illinois-
Urbana-Champaign acquired the following collections through pur-
chase, gift, or transfer from other libraries in the university library
system: five copybooks (1869-73) of Columbus Delano, commissioner
of internal revenue and secretary of the interior under President
Grant; the Civil War diary of Edward Crippin; the Civil War corres-
pondence of George S. Durfee (8th Illinois Volunteer Infantry); the
papers of General Augustus Moor (soldier in the Mexican and Civil
Wars from Ohio); and the papers of Heinrich A. Rattermann
(German-American historian, poet, and editor of Der Deutsche Pioneer).
Among the Illinois organization records which have been acquired are
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those of the Champaign County G.A.R. Post, the Champaign County
League of Women Voters, and the Charleston League of Women
Voters.

The State Historical Society of Iowa acquired the records of the
Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen Union Local P-i of
Ottumwa, Iowa, which cover the period from its organization in 1938
until the closing of the Morrell Meat Packing Company in July 1973.
Included are correspondence, rosters, newsletters, broadsides, dues
cards, and other material.

The Kentucky Division of Archives and Records has been conduct-
ing a student intern program in cooperation with the University of
Kentucky. The internship was set up by Robert F. Sexton, director of
the University of Kentucky Office of Experimental Learning; Robert
Ireland, University of Kentucky history professor; and Lewis Bellardo,
assistant director of the Division of Archives and Records. The pro-
gram provides academic and practical training in records management
and archives work. Recent work-training activities have consisted of
analyzing the university's information systems, assessing the permanent
value of virtually every record type, and recommending retention
periods. A records retention and disposal schedule, soon to be submit-
ted to the State Archives and Records Commission for approval, will be
the culmination of the students' labors. For their efforts, the students
will receive a copy of this schedule, a certificate of their successful
completion of the program, and three academic credits.

The Madawaska Historical Society (Madawaska, Maine 04756) re-
ceived reports of assessors (1906, 1908, 1915-16), acts and resolves of
the state of Maine (1883), journal of the house (1877), state board of
health records (1902-03), collectors' tax lists (1900, 1907, 1911), high-
way reports (1909, 1911-12), tax record ledgers (1902-27) of the town
of Grand Isle, and a copy of the report of the International Boundary
Commission (1924) and a revised copy of the report (1955).

The Maine State Archives is responsible for the preservation and
administration of the permanently valuable records of the three
branches of state government and, under certain conditions, of coun-
ties and municipalities. According to the 1973 annual report, concen-
trated effort was undertaken in the past year to bring archival records
of the executive and legislative branches into the physical custody of
the archives to ensure their preservation. By request of the Supreme
Judicial Court, virtually all judicial records up to 1930 have also been
transferred to the archives. Reference services to all branches of the
government and the public have been provided throughout the period
of the transfer, and a general guide to all archival holdings is being
developed to facilitate the use of the records. Other professional
activities, including the more detailed arrangement and description of
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the records, have been placed on a priority basis. The anticipated
establishment of a fully equipped restoration laboratory will enable the
staff to begin the rehabilitation and preservation of damaged or de-
teriorating records.

The George Marshall Memorial Library received forty boxes of
Marshall papers that had previously been security classified. The
library also received the diaries of Clarre S. Mullen, who attended VMI
with Marshall. Mullen was the first chief engineer with the Virginia
State Highway Department, and the diaries document the department's
operations from 1913 to 1958.

Former Vice President Spiro T. Agnew donated official and personal
papers from his years in public office to the University of Maryland.
The papers will not be opened until January 1977. Also included are
some tapes, literature, photographs, and memorabilia. The Music
Educators National Conference Historical Center of the library re-
ceived presidential papers of Robert A. Choate, Marguerite V. Hood,
and Wiley L. Housewright; the complete Tanglewood Symposium
papers and tape recordings; oral history interviews with past presidents
Charles M. Dennis, Karl D. Ernst, Wiley L. Housewright, Luther A.
Richman, Paul Van Bodegraven, Louis C. Wersen, and Alex H. Zim-
merman; additions to the textbook collections of Margaret Fullerton; to
those of Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., Robert John,
Lear-Siegler/Fearon, Ludwig Industries/Musser-Kitching Educational,
Sister Mary Lourdes Mackey, Moorehead State College (Minn.), and
Summy-Birchard Publishing Co.; photograph albums of the public
career of Ralph E. Rush; a reminiscence of Dwight W. Lott on the
development of the music program at John Adams High School,
Cleveland, Ohio; and issues of the periodicals American String Teacher
(complete) and Birchard Broadsheet (almost complete), and additions
from twenty states to the state music education association periodical
collection.

The Manuscripts Division of the University of Minnesota Libraries
has received the papers and manuscripts (1914-72) of John Berryman,
Pulitzer Prize-winning poet and Regents' Professor of Humanities at
the University of Minnesota. The collection consists of Berryman's
correspondence, personal papers, photographs, and manuscript and
typewritten drafts and notes for all of his published prose and poetry,
in addition to a large number of unpublished works. Only the mate-
rial directly associated with his published works (yy Dream Songs; His
Toy, His Dream, His Rest; Berryman's Sonnets; Delusions, etc.; Recovery; Love
and Fame; Homage to Mistress Bradstreet; 5 Young Poets; Poems) is currently
open to research. As his further manuscripts are published, they will
be opened to scholars.

Also received were the papers and manuscripts of two prominent
science-fiction writers, Clifford D. Simak and Gordon R. Dickson, both
residents of the Minneapolis-St. Paul area. From Simak was received
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correspondence (1939-72) including that from such science-fiction
luminaries as Isaac Asimov, Theodore Sturgeon, Judith Merril, and
Alan E. Nourse, as well as manuscripts and notes for a number of his
works, including Way Station, Destiny Doll, and several nonfiction
books. Dickson deposited notes, outlines, and drafts for more than
240 short stories and 36 novels and novelettes. Material for such titles
as Alien Art, The Outposter, The Pritcher Mass, None But Man, and Soldier,
Ask Not is included in the collection. Both collections are open to
researchers without restriction.

National Archives and Records Service. The National Archives
Advisory Council met in the National Archives Building March 21-23,
1974. One session, with several working archivists from a wide range
of backgrounds and work assignments, was devoted to a roundtable
discussion of life in the National Archives. There was also a discussion
of the 1900 census schedules, which indicated that there were few
problems associated with the limited opening of the microfilm copy of
the records for research. The declassification session revealed that
some fifty million pages have been reviewed for declassification since
the program was undertaken. The council urged the National Ar-
chives to take a leading role in establishing a nationwide register for
listing lost or stolen documents and personal papers. Archivist of the
United States James B. Rhoads noted that a committee of the Society of
American Archivists was undertaking a study of the problem and
would receive full cooperation from the National Archives. Discussion
of the plans for a second archives building included the manner in
which the building would fit into the overall plans for Pennsylvania
Avenue being considered by the Pennsylvania Avenue Development
Corporation.

Many series of records in the National Archives are being declassified
in accordance with Executive Order 11652. Although the guidelines
call for declassifying most agencies' records more than thirty years old,
researchers are advised to contact the National Archives, before visiting
there, to determine what records are available for research. Parts of
some now declassified series are still closed because they contain re-
stricted information such as medical and personal data, documents of
foreign origin, and investigative reports. Most series of records for
the World War II and later periods still must be screened for restricted
information before researchers can use them.

Warren Griffin has been named director of the National Personnel
Records Center in St. Louis, Missouri; Gilbert Dorame has left his
position as director of the Federal Archives and Records Center in Los
Angeles to head the FARC in Atlanta; and James Hall, director of the
Dayton, Ohio, Federal Records Center, has resigned.

National Archives Accessions (Washington, D.C., area). State De-
partment files relating to World War II and the immediate postwar
period have been accessioned. The largest group pertains to interna-
tional conferences, 1947-49, primarily relating to sessions of the Coun-
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cil of Foreign Ministers and meetings of deputy ministers. The acces-
sion includes records relating to the Austrian Treaty Commission, the
six-power discussions regarding Western Germany, and the conference
to establish an international authority for the Ruhr. The State De-
partment has transferred the records of more than one hundred
department committees and interdepartmental committees for which
the State Department provided chairmen or secretarial services,
1943-50. These committees dealt with a wide range of topics, includ-
ing administration of the department, intelligence, social and cultural
affairs, national security and military policy, transportation, economic
problems, the European Recovery Program (1947-49), and the Execu-
tive Committee on Economic Foreign Policy (1944-50). Since State
Department records are open for research only through 1947, some of
these records are not yet available for use.

The records (1970-73) of the Commission on the Bankruptcy Laws
of the United States have been accessioned. They document the
commission's analysis and evaluation of the current system of bank-
ruptcy administration in the United States and its recommendations for
changes in that system. Among recent accessions are opinions
(1889-1967) of legal officers of the District of Columbia government
on decisions of the Di'strict Board of Commissioners and other district
officials; records (1968-73) of the National Water Commission; files
(1970-73) of the National Commission on Materials Policy; records
(1961-68) of the President's Advisory Committee on Labor-
Management Policy that studied specifically the competitive position of
American products in the world market and the consequences of
automation; minutes (1954-68) of the Small Business Administration;
records of the Office of Economic Opportunity including statistical
tabulations of poverty in the United States; general subject files
(1944-49) of the former Civil Aeronautics Administration; vessel
documentation (1870-1966) including certificates of enrollment, regis-
try, and ancillary records of ten ports in Virginia and one in North
Carolina; and records (1912-40) of the Army War College including
transcripts of lectures, reports of student committees, and field trip
records.

The National Archives received the personal papers of Thomas C.
Poulter, a scientist with the Byrd Antarctic Expedition, 1933-35, an<^
director of the Biological Sonar Lab, Stanford Research
Institute. The papers include observational data, journals, correspon-
dence, aerial photographs, and original engineering drawings of the
"Snow Cruiser" by Poulter; still pictures from the U.S. Antarctic
Service Expedition, 1939-41; and the polar library of David Davis, with
more than 230 publications. Received were motion picture films
taken by Earle B. Perkins, a biologist on the Byrd Antarctic Expedition,
1933-35; a n d, by Walter A. Seelig, a federal topographic engineer, a
map and overlay sheets relating to aerial photographic flights in the
Antarctic in 1956.

The National Archives accessioned ca. 400 manuscript and published
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plats of townsites, most of them west of the Mississippi River, from the
Bureau of Land Management. The plats date from the latter half of
the nineteenth century. The office files (1940V73) of Meredith F.
Burrill, executive secretary of the interdepartmental Board of Geo-
graphic Names and director of the Office of Geography, Department
of Interior, have been accessioned. The board, in conjunction with
the Office of Geography and under the guidance of Burrill, standard-
ized usage and spelling of thousands of foreign and domestic place
names that were to appear on federal government maps, charts, and
atlases.

Professional photographer Abdon Daoud Ackad gave the National
Archives ca. 200 photographs of the justices of the U.S. Supreme
Court, the Supreme Court Building, judges of the D.C. district and
appellate courts, the Warren Commission members, President Franklin
D. Roosevelt (1943), and prints from a five-panel panorama of
Washington, D.C, that William H. Jackson made from the roof of the
Smithsonian Institution in about 1878.

Received from the Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institu-
tion, were 900 photographs (1936-42) of the New York City Federal
Art Project. William Brown, program director of WAMU-FM, Ameri-
can University, gave NARS sound tapes of press conferences of Spiro
Agnew, Elliot Richardson, and Henry Kissinger all held during Oc-
tober 1973; the president's address on the fuel crisis; and the congres-
sional hearings on the nomination of Gerald Ford for vice-president.

National Archives Accessions (Regional Branches). In 1970 the
National Archives began a program of reproducing many of its more
significant microfilm publications for deposit in the eleven regional
archives branches as a means of making the records in its custody more
readily available to researchers. The microfilm is for use at the
branches or through interlibrary loan. The National Archives is pres-
ently reproducing about 4,000 rolls of microfilm a year for each
regional branch. Because of the widespread interest in the federal
population census schedules, it was decided over a year ago to deposit
this microfilm in the branches on a priority basis. The National
Archives has begun the deposit of the film of the 1880 census,
but technical difficulties have delayed shipment of the entire
publication. When that deposit is completed, NARS will continue to
send the census microfilm in reverse chronological order, since this
procedure best coincides with use of the film by researchers.

The Archives Branch, Boston, accessioned vessel documents
(1834-1917) for the Rhode Island ports of Bristol-Warren, Newport,
and Providence. Included are vessel registers, enrollments, licenses,
and records of sale. Also, for Newport is a card index to vessels
licensed from 1802 to 1902 and another index for the same years to
owners and masters of the vessels licensed. The branch accessioned
records of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit from 1891,
when the courts were created, to 1947. Included are case papers,
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records and briefs, and original transcripts of record. The Court of
Appeals for the First Circuit hears appeals from decisions made in the
federal trial courts in Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, and Puerto Rico. Courts of appeal are also empowered to
review and enforce orders of many federal administrative bodies.

The Archives Branch, Atlanta, accessioned station logbooks from the
Naval air stations at Cecil Field, Florida (1953-56); Key West, Florida
(1950-57); Sanford, Florida (1951-57); and Glynco, Georgia (1952-54,
1957-59)-

The Archives Branch, Chicago, accessioned logbooks (1972) from
the U.S. Coast Guard station at Lorain, Ohio, and records of the
National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics, Lewis Flight Propulsion
Laboratory, Cleveland, Ohio.

The Archives Branch, Kansas City, accessioned records created by
the Central Regional Weather Bureau Office, formerly the District
Forecast Center, National Severe Storms Project Office, and weather
stations within the states of Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. Also accessioned were rec-
ords from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Central Regional Weather Bureau Office.

Presidential Libraries. Briefly described below are new
accessions. Records in the custody of the libraries are continually
being opened and made available to researchers. For information
write to the appropriate library or see Prologue: The Journal of the
National Archives.

The Franklin D. Roosevelt Library received the papers (1912-71) of
Adolf A. Berle, Jr., including correspondence, diaries, memoranda,
reports, manuscripts of speeches, reviews, articles, books, publications,
and clippings. A member of FDR's "brain trust," Berle served as
assistant secretary of state under Roosevelt and headed the Latin
American Task Force under President Kennedy. The papers also
reflect Berle's involvement in New York City politics. William Turner
Levy donated his correspondence (1952-62) with Eleanor
Roosevelt. Levy was a clergyman, writer, and associate professor of
English at Baruch College.

The Eleanor Roosevelt Institute is accepting applications for grants
ranging from $200 to $1,000, to be awarded for doctoral or postdoc-
toral research that is based primarily on the collection at the Roosevelt
Library. Applications will be accepted at any time in the year, but the
grants award committee will meet only twice a year (fall and
spring). For information, contact Secretary, Eleanor Roosevelt Insti-
tute, Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, Hyde Park, N.Y. 12538.

The Harry S. Truman Library accessioned oral history interviews
with Sue Gentry, a reporter for the Independence Examiner from 1929 to
1973 and Clayton Fritchey, assistant to the secretary of defense and
director of the defense department's Office of Public Information,
195O-52-
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The Dwight D. Eisenhower Library received papers (1953-59) or"
the Council of Economic Advisers; a collection of philatelic materials of
former Assistant Postmaster General Bert B. Barnes; papers of Fred-
eric E. Fox relating to Princeton University and drafts of messages he
prepared for President Eisenhower while serving on the White House
staff; papers of Arnold R. Jones on the Tennessee Valley Authority;
papers of Edmund D. Ellis regarding the U.S. Military Academy Class
of 1915; papers of Clifford C. Furnas, consisting of speeches, essays,
memoirs, and a science-fiction novel; papers of James M. Lambie;
papers of Floyd Oles, consisting of biographical material; cable logs
(1944-45) °f General Walter Bedell Smith; and papers of Fred A.
Seaton, secretary of the interior during the Eisenhower administration.

The John F. Kennedy Library accessioned the files (1939-67) of
Lincoln Gordon, former ambassador to Brazil; papers of Harlan Cleve-
land relating to his tenure as assistant secretary of state for interna-
tional organization affairs, 1961-65, and U.S. representative to NATO,
1965-69; files of William vanden Heuvel relating to his career in New
York government and politics and to Robert Kennedy's trips to Latin
America (1965), South Africa (1966), and Europe (1967); the 1968
RFK campaign speeches and materials; the papers of Ira Kapenstein
relating to his career in journalism and his role in government and
politics during the ig6o's.

The Lyndon Baines Johnson Library received papers of former
attorney general Ramsey Clark, newspaper correspondent Leslie Car-
penter, writer and editor Helen Fuller, former secretary of the treasury
Joseph W. Barr, and Fred Panzer, staff assistant to President Johnson.

The University of Texas Oral History Project was transferred to the
Johnson Library on September 1, 1973. A portion of this collection is
open to researchers. The library's audiovisual archives has instituted a
program of showing certain of its films and video tapes upon request to
classes in government and history.

NARS Publications. New NARS publications include Inventory of
the Records of the Office of Inter-American Affairs (Inventory Series No. 7);
Preliminary Inventory of the Records of the Supreme Court of the United States
(Preliminary Inventory No. 139, revised); Preliminary Inventory of the
Records of the United States Army Continental Commands, 1821-1920, vol.
Ill (Preliminary Inventory No. 172); The Southeast During the Civil
War: Selected War Department Records in the National Archives of the United
States (Reference Information Paper No. 69); List of Free Black Heads of
Families in the First Census of the United States, 1790 (Special List No. 34);
and Select Audiovisual Records: Photographs of the American City.

Records recently microfilmed are Records of the United States
Nuernberg War Crimes Trials: United States of America v. Erhard
Milch (Case II), November 13, 1946-April 17, 1947 (M888); Records of
the United States Nuernberg War Crimes Trials: United States of
America v. Wilhelm List, et al. (Case VII), July 8, 1947-February 19,
1948 (M893); Orders and Circulars Issued by the Army of the Potomac
and the Army and Department of Northern Virginia, C. S. A., 1861-65
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(Mg2i); Records of the United States Nuernberg War Crimes
Trials: NM Series, 1874-1946 (M936); Law Case Files of the United
States District Court for the Southern District of New York, 1795-1844
(Mg37); Letters Received by the Department of Justice from the State
of Louisiana, 1871-84 (M940), Miscellaneous Letters Sent by the Pue-
blo Indian Agency, 1874-91 (M941); Letters Sent by the Superinten-
dent of the United States Naval Academy, 1845-65 (M945); and Case
Papers of the Court of Admiralty of the State of New York, 1784-88
(M948).

NARS publications, unless otherwise noted, may be obtained from
the Publications Sales Branch, National Archives and Records Service,
Washington, D.C. 20408.

The National Audiovisual Center has published a new catalog of U.S.
government audiovisual materials that are available from the
center. This catalog supersedes earlier editions and includes more
than one thousand new entries. Copies may be obtained from the
Information Branch, National Audiovisual Center (GSA), Washington,
D.C. 20409.

The National Historical Publications Commission awarded four
fellowships for 1974-75 m advanced editing of documentary sources
for the following projects: Papers of Andrew Johnson, Papers of
Robert Morris, Papers of Henry Clay, and Papers of Jefferson
Davis. This concludes the final competition for fellowships which
have been funded by a Ford Foundation grant.

Accessioned by the Nebraska State Archives were Platte County
tax lists (1861-1953) and civil dockets of Howard County
(1872-1911). The Manuscript Division received legislative records of
Senator Lester Harsh, who served in the Unicameral, 1965-69, and
papers of the W. H. Ferguson family of Lincoln, founders of the
Beatrice Creamery Co. and other businesses in Nebraska. In the
continuing microfilm project, records for the following counties have
been microfilmed: Dodge (1857-1969), Box Butte (1887-1966), and
Platte (1857-70). Also microfilmed were the Lincoln City directories
(1874-1972).

Accessions of the New Hampshire Historical Society include papers
of Lyman Jackman, Civil War officer, businessman, and investor; John
and Asher Moore papers (1750-1856), including deeds, commissions,
receipts, promissory notes, tax accounts, and summonses; New Ipswich
town records collection (1775-1904), including estate tax valuations,
selectmen's records, town meeting warrants and records, voting lists,
receipts, salary accounts, orders, highway surveyors' warrants, jury lists,
county paupers' records, town farm records, town meeting minutes, tax
cash books, state aid records, and other material; and patents
(1886-97) issued to Eben H. Higley for metal railroad ties, rail chairs,
sulkies, and unicycles, with articles of agreement, correspondence, and
articles of incorporation.
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The National Endowment for the Humanities has awarded grants of
$32,500 to the State University of New York College at Oneonta and
$52,000 to the New York State Historical Association in Cooperstown
to support programs of professional preparation for careers in
museum work. The grants will provide fellowships.

The Ohio Historical Society has recently issued a Guide to Ohio
County and Municipal Records for Urban Research, by Paul D. Yon,
archivist of the Northwest Ohio-Great Lakes Research Center at Bowl-
ing Green State University. This publication is the result of a project
funded through the Ohio Historical Society by a cost-shared grant
from the Federal Library Service and Construction Act. Inventory of
Ohio's county and municipal records, funded by this grant, supplied
the information for the publication of the Guide and a data base from
which to plan comprehensive programs for public records.

The society accessioned records (1917-70) of the American Associa-
tion of University Women (Columbus Branch); records (1 g64-present)
of the American Association of University Women (Ohio Division);
papers of William A. Arter, commercial artist; papers (1868-73) °f
banker and U.S. Representative John Beatty; records (1973) of the
Central Ohio Transit Authority; records (1940-62) of the Friends of
the Land, a pioneer conservation organization; the papers of Gover-
nors John J. Gilligan (1966-71) and James A. Rhodes (1963-71); family
papers (1875-1925) of H. Otis Green, Baptist minister; papers
(1900-1970) of Charles A.Jones, aide to Governors Frank B. Willis and
Myers Y. Cooper from 1921 to 1930; papers (1967-70) of Donald E.
Lukens, a member of the U.S. House of Representatives; papers
(1886-1967) of local historian Opha Moore; records (1940-73) of the
NAACP Ohio State Headquarters; records (1930-present) of the Ohio
League of Women Voters; records (1898-1969) of the Ohio State
Grange; records (1916-63) of the Ohio Home Economics Association;
papers (1910-35) of suffrage leader and architect Kenyon F. Rector;
family papers (1859-1955) of Frank A. Seiberling, founder and presi-
dent of Goodyear Rubber Co.; records (1888-1940) of the Shaw
(Grain) Elevator Company; photographs (1834-1934) collected and
made by physician Iowa Smith concerning Ohio medical history; rec-
ords (1860-1920) of the Steubenville Coal and Mining Company;
papers (1960-71) of William Whitaker, a welfare reformer; recordings
(1971-73) of the American Top Forty Syndicated Music Program; and
records (1869-1964) of the Columbus YMCA. Recent oral history
interviews received were on arts and social welfare in Franklin County
and on the Ohio League of Women Voters.

The Oregon Historical Society received several collections of
manuscripts from Reed College, Portland, Oregon. They include the
papers (1901-36) of Hattie Valentine Prichard, director of People's
Institute, a nonsectarian service for women and children, founded in
1904; papers (1841-1941) of the McLoughlin-Fraser family, relating to
the descendants of John McLoughlin (b. 1787); records (1874-1941) of
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the Improved Order of Red Men, Willamette Tribe No. 6; and records
(1909-50) of the Sender (M.) & Co., an agricultural firm of Albany,
Oregon, engaged in the sale of grains and seeds in the Willamette
Valley.

The Genealogical Society of Pennsylvania acquired miorofilm
copies of early records (dated to 1910) of 450 churches of central and
western Pennsylvania and microfilm copies of deeds (1750-1858), wills
(1750-1865), orphans court files (1751-1863), and tax lists (1750-1847)
of Cumberland County, Pennsylvania. The society continues the prep-
aration of a name index of the 1850 census for the Northern Liberties
of Philadelphia and the microfilming of early church records.

The Pennsylvania Historical Collections and Labor Archives, Penn-
sylvania State University Libraries, acquired the Robert Joyce collec-
tion of photographs (1950-71) of radical and protest activities and
leaders in New York City, taken by the former art editor of the National
Guardian, and an oral history interview with Joyce; the Fay S. Lincoln
collection of photographic materials concerning the architecture of
France, especially Mont-Saint-Michel, and the American South, espe-
cially Charleston, South Carolina, and Williamsburg, Virginia; the M.
Gyla McDowell Collection on the history of the 100th Pennsylvania
"Roundhead" Civil War regiment, including an unpublished typescript
history of the regiment by McDowell, transcripts of letters from officers
and enlisted men, some photographs and memoirs, and records of the
looth's veterans organization; the Martin Grayson research collection
of manuscript materials concerning the history of the lithographers
unions from 1886 to 1965 and his career in the Amalgamated Litho-
graphers of America as international secretary-treasurer and vice-
president; books, serials, and pamphlets on the labor movement and
the graphic arts unions with a near-complete run of the Lithographers

Journal (1915-58).
Interviews in the Graphic Arts International Union oral history

project now available for use by scholars include those with John
Connally, Harvey Loven, and Edward Volz; and additions to the ar-
chives of the United Steelworkers of America include records of
District 1 (Providence, Rhode Island), District 27 (Canton, Ohio), Dis-
trict 32 (Milwaukee, Wisconsin), legislative office (Washington, D.C.),
and the union's international headquarters in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
consisting of files from the civil rights, education, housing, public
relations, legal, research, and contract administration depart-
ments. Persons interested in the steelworkers' history can obtain
copies of United Steelworkers of America Archives: A Guide and Collection of
Oral History Interviews . . . to August, 1973 from Ronald L. Filippelli,
Labor Archivist, W342 Pattee Library, University Park, Pa. 16802.

The Philadelphia City Archives accessioned the annual report
(1941) of the inspectors of the county prison; the annual report (1941)
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of the trustees of the Philadelphia prisons; repor ts and publications
(1957-66) of the Depa r tmen t of Public Welfare, Board of Trus tees ,
Philadelphia County Prisons; election re tu rns (1939-62) of the County
Board of Elections, County Commissioners; a n d the minutes
(1771-1801) of the county commissioners.

Recent accessions by the South Carolina Department of Archives
and History include the following records of the general
assembly: acts and joint resolutions (1973); House of Representatives
acts, resolutions, bills, journal (1971-73), roll of members (1911-35);
Committee on the Judiciary—pictures of members (1905-64); Commit-
tee on Ways and Means—pictures of members (1905-64); and Senate
journal (1973). Also accessioned were sample records (1937-59) of
the Department of Social Services, Field Services Division; records of
the Marlboro County clerk of the court, probate judge, sheriff, county
commissioners, and board of education; and sixty-three topographical
maps of South Carolina from the United States Geological Survey.

Records of the Governor's Task Force for Economic Growth, which
ceased to function on April 1, 1974, have been transferred to the
supervision of the State Records Division. This division also aided in
the transfer of revenue ledgers (1940-58) and appropriation ledgers
(1938-58) from the Office of the Secretary of State and assisted the
South Carolina Industrial Commission in planning a new filing system
for the records of over one million workmen's compensation
cases. Records of the Office of the Superintendent of Education
(1865-1902) have been sorted and arranged by the Inventory and
Arrangement Division. A description of these records is now in
progress. This division continues to up-date the Colonial and State
Records in the South Carolina Archives: A Temporary Summary Guide.

The Friends Historical Library, Swarthmore College, acquired the
papers of Paul M. Pearson, 1871-1938, professor of public speaking at
Swarthmore, 1902—23, governor of the Virgin Islands, 1931—35, and
assistant director of housing (U.S.), 1935-38; papers of Homer A.Jack,
executive secretary of the National Committee for a Sane Nuclear
Policy, 1960-64, and currently secretary general of the World Confer-
ence of Religion for Peace; and the related papers of SANE and the
National Inter-Religious Conference on Peace, 1966.

The Texas A & M University Library announces the publication of
the new Descriptive Guide to the Holdings of the University Archives and
Manuscript Collections. The Guide was compiled by the university ar-
chivist, Charles R. Schultz, and may be purchased from the Texas A &
M University Library, College Station, Tex. 77843, for $1.00 to cover
postage and handling.

Since 1967, the Library of the University of Texas at Arlington has
been collecting and preserving primary sources documenting the his-
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tory of organized labor in Texas and the Southwest. Over forty oral
history interviews and one hundred archival collections are cataloged
and available for research. Significant collections include the records
of the Mexican-American Farm Workers Movement, the United Pack-
inghouse Workers (District 8), the Amalgamated Meat Cutters and
Butcher Workmen (District 5), and the Texas AFL-ClO. To supple-
ment the archival holdings, many valuable reference works, books,
proceedings, theses, and an extensive collection of labor newspapers
may be found among the holdings of the library. The services of the
archives include research assistance, reference referral, and suggestions
for research topics. A guide to the collections and a descriptive
brochure are available upon request. Inquiries should be directed to
the Division of Archives and Manuscripts, Library, P.O. Box ig2i8,
University of Texas at Arlington, Arlington, Tex. 76019.

Recent accessions at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin in-
clude Department of Health and Social Services, Public Welfare Board
minutes (1912-39); Executive Office, pardons and requisitions
(1923-73); Board of Vocational, Technical and Adult Education, voca-
tional school reports (1952-68); and Public Service Commission, case
files (1959-63). Acquisitions of local records include Brown County,
circuit and district court clerk's records (1837-1953); Oneida County,
city of Rhinelander, records (1837-1953) of the clerk, treasurer, and
city departments; and Polk County, records (1860-1968) of the clerk
and treasurer.

Also received by the society were the papers (1956-70) of Paul
Booth, including materials on Chicago labor projects, Students for a
Democratic Society, community organizing, and labor reforms; papers
(1833-1948) of Charles I. Brigham (and several family members), an
experimental and scientific farmer who operated the family farm,
creamery, and cheese factory near Blue Mounds, Wisconsin; papers
(1938-72) of Emile de Antonio, a radical documentary film maker, who
made Point of Order, MilUiouse, Rush to Judgment, In the Year of the Pig,
and America Is Hard to See; and records (1924-54) of the Society for the
Friendless, Wisconsin Division, a national charitable association dedi-
cated to the rehabilitation of former prisoners.

The University of Virginia Library acquired on long-term loan the
photographic negative collection of the Holsinger Studio,
Charlottesville. The collection consists of 5,000 glass-plate negatives
(i88o's-ig2o's) and 50,000 film negatives (i92o's-4o's). They comprise
a unique photographic record of bygone days in the Charlottesville and
university communities. A generous grant from the university's
Rotunda Restoration Committee has facilitated the collection's removal,
classification, and storage in the hopes of discovering views of the
rotunda. Only exterior views were found, but these tend to confirm
restoration plans. An index to the glass negatives is in preparation.
The collection will then be available for public reference. Also acces-
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sioned were the papers (1800-1960) of the Blackwell Family of Fau-
quier County; a blacksmith's and cobbler's ledger (1839-67) from
Washington County; a genealogy (1840-1971) of the Joseph G. Hilde-
brand Family; and a ledger (1883-1908) of the Albemarle Home Mu-
tual Fire Insurance Company.

The newest guides published by the West Virginia Collection, West
Virginia University Library, are the Guide to Manuscripts and Archives in
the West Virginia University Library, edited by J. W. Hess ($5.00), which
contains information on all accessions received through 1972, totalling
3.5 million items; and Newspapers in the West Virginia University Library,
edited by Barbara Mertins ($10.00), the result of a thirty-year collecting
effort. Many gaps still exist in the newspaper holdings, and the effort
to find and preserve old periodicals is continuing. Recent accessions
include the letters (1861-65) written by William Ludwig, a Union
soldier who served with the 34th Ohio Volunteer Infantry, and copies
of letters (1861-65), from William Montgomery, a Confederate soldier
from Springfield, West Virginia.

CHURCH ARCHIVES

Baptist. The Alabama Baptist Historical Society depository, Sam-
ford University, Birmingham, Alabama, acquired several sets of Baptist
church records of Alabama Baptist churches. Special Collections Li-
brarian Fanna K. Bee, in charge of the collection, has retired, and Jean
Bridges Thomason is acting head of the department. The Florida
Baptist Historical Collection, Stetson University, Deland,Florida, acces-
sioned the original trustee minutes of Columbia College, operated by
the Florida Baptist Convention from 1907 to 1918.

Roman Catholic. Francis J. Fox, S.J., archivist of the diocese of
Tucson, Arizona, reports the acquisition of correspondence and re-
ports on microfilm concerning the Arizona Indian Mission from the
Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions, Washington, D.C., and about 220
negatives from a commercial photographer concerning the church in
Arizona and Catholic ecclesiastics. Records that had been removed
from the archives in past years have been restored to their proper
places.

Joseph A. Cichon, Jr., diocesan archivist of the diocese of Provi-
dence, Rhode Island, reports the acquisition of the Providence Visitor,
the weekly diocesan newspaper that has been published since 1875.
The collection consists of back issues, both hard bound and microfilm,
and the clip files on parishes and diocesan institutions.

Lutheran. The archives of the American Lutheran Church, Robert
C. Wiederanders, archivist, has recently issued the annual report listing
their 1973 accessions of original and microfilm records including pa-
pers of individuals, framed portraits, records of dissolved congrega-
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tions, and nonprint materials. They have microfilmed the records of
fifty-six congregations. Projects for 1974 include an inventory of
audio tapes, preliminary steps towards the establishment of an oral
history program, a biographical directory of clergy of the Iowa Synod,
1854-1930, and the completion of the microfilming of records of the
American Lutheran Church prior to restructuring.

The Iowa District Synod East of the Lutheran Church, Missouri
Synod, reports the formation of an oral history program containing the
memoirs of retired pastors who have served the district. Reverend
Walter S. Wendt is the archivist.

The Minnesota Synod Archives of the Lutheran Church in America
and the archives of Gustavus Adolphus College have moved into new
quarters in the Folke Bernadotte Memorial Library, St. Peter, Minn.,
56082. Mrs. Conrad Peterson is the college archivist and Emeroy
Johnson is the synod archivist.

The historical depository for the Southern District, Lutheran
Church, Missouri Synod, is the Earl Long Memorial Library, University
of New Orleans, Lakefront, New Orleans, Louisiana. The library
acquired the personal papers of two former presidents of the Southern
District—Hollis and Homrighausen.

August R. Suelflow, director of the Concordia Historical Institute, St.
Louis, Missouri, reports additions to the files of Frederick E. Mayer
dealing with post-World War II relief work; the files of the secretary of
the Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod, for 1967, 1969, 1971; minutes
of the Board of Foreign Missions, 1893-1924; tape recordings of the
1973 New Orleans Convention of the Lutheran Church, Missouri
Synod; files of Oliver R. Harms relating to the Synodical Survey
Commission (1956-62); files of Victor Behnken; and a collection of
several hundred glass slides and negatives relating to the Reformation
period and Lutheranism in America.

United Methodist. The Commission on Archives and History of the
United Methodist Church, Lake Junaluska, North Carolina, has de-
layed its move to Scarritt College, Nashville, Tennessee. The Reverend
William C. Beal, Jr., is the new archivist of the commission. It has
recently microfilmed United Brethren in Christ (a history of Westfield
College); the journals of Henry Slicer, sometime chaplain of Congress
and a minister in the Baltimore Conference, 1828-72; and conference
minutes and reports of the New York, New York East, Erie, Pittsburgh,
and Allegheny conferences.

Mrs. Herman L. McKenzie, secretary and research assistant in the
Methodist Room, Millsaps College Library, Jackson, Mississippi, reports
the completion of an index, now available for research use, to the New
Orleans Christian Advocate, 1850-1946.

United Presbyterian. The library of the Union Theological Semi-
nary, Richmond, Virginia, has acquired the complete records of the
Central Presbyterian Church, Washington, D.C. This church, known
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as the "President's Church" because Woodrow Wilson and his family
worshipped there while he was president, was organized May 31, 1868,
and dissolved February 28, 1973.

Seventh-Day Adventist. The Seventh-Day Adventist Historical So-
ciety, Plainfield, New Jersey, has accessioned bound files of the London
Sabbath Observer (1919-70) with index and an interview with J. H.
Kellogg, 1907.

Other. Trinity Cathedral, Newark, New Jersey, turned over to the
New Jersey Historical Society records covering a period of nearly two
and one-half centuries, 1746 to 1966. The collection includes the 1746
church charter granted by King George II of England, extensive
correspondence files, church minutes, financial records, information
relating to anniversary celebrations, early newspapers, biographical
sketches of church leaders, scrapbooks, and other miscellaneous mate-
rials.

ARCHIVAL ORGANIZATIONS
The Society of American Archivists provides this section as a means

of information exchange among regional, state, provincial, and local
archival organizations. Please submit news of activities and copies of
publications to Alice M. Vestal, Cincinnati Historical Society, Eden Park
Drive, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202.

United States Archival Organizations
Society of Georgia Archivists. Founded in 1969; constitution;

seventy-six members; $5 yearly dues; meets four times a year (Feb-
ruary, May, August, and November); publishes a journal, Georgia
Archive, twice yearly (fall and spring); contact David B. Gracy II, Editor,
Georgia Archive, Box 261, Georgia State University, University Plaza,
Atlanta, Ga. 30303. February 1 was proclaimed "Archives Day in
Georgia" by Governor Jimmy Carter, and the Society of Georgia
Archivists celebrated with a banquet and an address by Frank B. Evans,
assistant to the executive director, National Archives and Records
Service, on programs and activities of NARS in support of
scholarship. Officers elected at this meeting were Gayle Peters, presi-
dent; Robert E. White, vice president; Brenda Banks, secretary; Paul
D. Gray, treasurer; Gail Miller, archivist; and David B. Gracy II,
director. At the May 1 meeting of the society, John Oliver discussed
his work with Japanese archives following World War II. The Society
of Georgia Archivists offers tours of Atlanta's archival depositories to
visiting groups, be they students, convention visitors, or archivists. To
take advantage of this service, contact Gayle P. Peters, Chief, Archives
Branch, Federal Archives and Records Center, 1557 St. Joseph Av-
enue, East Point, Ga. 30344.
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Society of Indiana Archivists. Founded September 16, 1972; con-
stitution; sixty members; $3 yearly dues; meets twice a year (fall and
spring); publishes a quarterly newsletter; contact John J. Newman,
President, Society of Indiana Archivists, Indiana State Library, 104
North Senate, Indianapolis, Ind. 46204. The society plans to tape
record its future meetings and to make the tapes available for loan to
members of the society who may have been unable to attend. Also, the
society will publish a yearly journal of archival tips and techniques as
well as general archival news of the state of Indiana.

Michigan Archival Association. Founded May 15, 1970; constitu-
tion; fifty members; $2 yearly dues; meets three times a year, jointly
with the Historical Society of Michigan in the fall and in the spring with
"Michigan in Perspective" at Wayne State University; publishes an
occasional newsletter; contact Mary Jo Pugh, Bentley Historical Li-
brary, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48105. The associa-
tion has published a Directory of Archival and Cultural Associations in
Michigan. It is available for seventy-five cents from the Historical
Society of Michigan, 2117 Washtenaw Avenue, Ann Arbor, Mich.
48104. A bibliography of manuscripts on microfilm in Michigan
depositories is in progress.

Mid-Atlantic Regional Archives Conference (New York, Pennsyl-
vania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Dis-
trict of Columbia). Founded June 23, 1972; 253 members; $3 yearly
dues; meets twice a year (fall and spring); publishes an occasional
newsletter; contact Michael Plunkett, Chairman, Steering Committee,
Manuscripts Department, University of Virginia Library, Charlottes-
ville, Va. 22901. The MARAC spring meeting was held April 26-27 in
Charlottesville and featured Virginia restorations and personnel.
Concurrent sessions provided introductory as well as advanced sessions
on technical and administrative subjects. Particularly well received
were sessions on paper restoration, historic preservation, and Virginia
folklore. Sessions on historic preservation emphasized the use of
manuscripts and archives and were supplemented with a presentation
by Frederick D. Nichols, which illustrated how manuscripts, including
Jefferson's drawings, are being used in restoring the Rotunda of the
University of Virginia. At the business meetings resolutions were
passed urging institutions to report their manuscripts collections for
inclusion in NUCMC and commending Mary Walton Livingston of the
Office of Presidential Libraries, National Archives and Records Service,
for her actions regarding the vice-presidential papers of Richard M.
Nixon.

Midwest Archives Conference (Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Wisconsin). Founded January 7, 1972; constitu-
tion; 200 members (for membership contact Mary Ann Bamberger,
Box 8198, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, Chicago, 111. 60680);
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$3 annual dues; meets twice a year (fall and spring—annual business
meeting); publishes quarterly newsletter. For general information
contact Archie Motley, President, Midwest Archives Conference,
Chicago Historical Society, Clark Street and North Avenue, Chicago,
111. 60614. Publication possibilities being explored by MAC include a
directory of archival institutions in the Midwest and brief "how-to"
manuals and leaflets. For information contact Mary Lynn Ritzen-
thaler, Box 8198, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, Chicago, 111.
60680.

The MAC special projects committee is now planning special interest
seminars to be held apart from regular conference meetings. At the
first seminar, July 29-30, at the Newberry Library in Chicago, the
general topic of regional archival systems will be treated in three
sessions dealing with description of various regional systems, analyses
of working relationships within these systems, and the nature of their
archival holdings. Presently, two other seminars are being planned,
one designed for those involved with state archives and dealing with
problems of cataloging and subject access, and another dealing with the
same topics for manuscript curators. For further information contact
Jack Jallings, The State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 816 State
Street, Madison, Wis. 53706.

The featured speaker at the opening session of the MAC meeting in
Chicago, March 21-23, was Stanley N. Katz, professor of legal history
at the University of Chicago, who spoke on "The Useable
Past: Teaching the 'New History.' " His talk related to his involve-
ment with other history professors at the University of Wisconsin,
between 1965 and 1971, in developing an introductory American
history course in which undergraduate students used original source
materials in their studies. There were concurrent sessions on exhibit-
ing historical manuscripts and the problem of what to do with dupli-
cates. An interesting suggestion made during the latter session was for
the establishment of a duplicate clearinghouse to facilitate filling out
collections held by other depositories. Following a session on MAC
publication plans and special projects was the business meeting, where
it was announced that Jean Robertson had been appointed chairwoman
of the nominating committee, which, with Thomas F. Elliott and James
Henn as elected members, will present candidates at the spring 1975
meeting. The membership voted to raise dues for 1974-75 from $2 to
$3. Thomas F. Elliott of Holy Cross Parish, South Bend, Indiana, was
selected as the new editor of the MAC Newsletter. A session on staffing
with paraprofessionals and workshops on church, college, and univer-
sity archives ran concurrently with a "supersession" on controls and
retrieval which included a critique of NUCMC by Robert Brubaker,
chief librarian of the Chicago Historical Society, and descriptions of
control systems of archives at DePauw University and in Michigan by
David Olson, at Northern Illinois University by J. Joe Bauxer, and of
the manuscript collections at Minnesota Historical Society by Lydia
Lucas.
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A visit to the Newberry Library included a tour for some, while other
members attended a session on "Ethics and the Archivist," in which
Janice O'Connell treated ethics as it relates to her work in the Field
Service Office of The State Historical Society of Wisconsin. Nancy
Prewitt directed her remarks to ethics and reference work, based on
her experiences at the University of Missouri at Columbia. Daniel
Porter, director of the Ohio Historical Society, discussed policies of his
institution in dealing with donors and researchers and protecting the
institution and its staff in administering archival materials.

New England Archivists, Inc. (Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut). Founded November 2,
1972, in Columbus, Ohio; bylaws adopted October 26, 1973; incorpo-
rated under Massachusetts law November 2, 1973; 120 members; meets
once or twice a year; annual meeting in April; publishes newsletter;
contact Sylvie J. Turner, President, New England Archivists, Inc., John
F. Kennedy Library, 380 Trapelo Road, Waltham, Mass. 02154.

New York State Manuscripts Curators. Founded 1969; no constitu-
tion; forty members; no dues; meets once a year in May; no publica-
tion; contact Lester W. Smith; Program Chairman for 1974, New York
State Manuscripts Curators, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Soci-
ety, 25 Nottingham Court, Buffalo, N.Y. 14216.

Northwest Archivists Group (Washington, British Columbia,
Oregon, Montana, Idaho). Founded March 15, 1972; no constitution;
no dues; meets twice yearly in conjunction with the annual Pacific
Northwest History Conference (spring) and the regional SAA-NARS
symposium (fall); occasional newsletter; governed by three-person
steering committee, elected annually at the spring meeting; contact
Susan Sudduth, Member, Steering Committee, Northwest Archivists
Group, Oregon Historical Society, 1230 S. W. Park Avenue, Portland,
Ore. 97205.

Society of Ohio Archivists. Founded July 1, 1968; constitution; 175
members; $3 yearly dues; meets twice a year (spring and fall); pub-
lishes a newsletter twice yearly; contact Andrea D. Lentz, Ohio Histori-
cal Society, I-71 and 17th Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43211. The theme
of the one-day, fall 1974 meeting, to be held at the University of
Toledo, will be "Use of Archives in Studying Family History." Within
the last year the society created eight subject-area committees charged
with identifying and meeting professional needs of constituencies
within the society. In addition to special projects which they initiate,
these committees are responsible for workshops at society meetings.
Joint committees have also been organized with the Ohio Academy of
History and the Ohio Genealogical Society. For a list of the commit-
tees and their members contact Stephen C. Morton, Secretary, Society
of Ohio Archivists, University Archives, University Library, Bowling
Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403.
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The spring meeting, held May 3-4 at the Ohio Historical Society,
featured a presentation by Peter Waters, Library of Congress, in which
he outlined preservation technique options and some of the criteria for
their selection, emphasizing that preservation is not forever and that
archivists try to preserve too much of the material in their care.
Following this, concurrent demonstrations of techniques of conserva-
tion used in various departments of the Ohio Historical Society were
held. At the business meeting, Ruth W. Helmuth was presented with a
certificate of appreciation for her contributions to Case-Western Re-
serve University, the Society of Ohio Archivists, and archival education
in Ohio. Constitution and bylaws amendments, proposed by the
council, were voted upon, and the following officers were
elected: Andrea D. Lentz, president; Dennis I. Harrison, vice presi-
dent; Stephen C. Morton, secretary-treasurer; and John R. Kerwood
and Helen W. Slotkin, council members. Also held were four concur-
rent workshops that dealt with college and university archives, biblio-
graphic control of serials, professionalism in local historical societies,
and the arrangement and description of manuscripts.

South-Atlantic Archives and Records Conference (North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida). Founded May 1966; no constitu-
tion; 100 members; no dues; meets once a year in April or May;
contact Ann Pederson, Program Committee Chairwoman, South-
Atlantic Archives and Records Conference, Georgia Department of
Archives and History, 330 Capitol Avenue, SE, Atlanta, Ga. 30334.

Society of Southwest Archivists (Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas,
Oklahoma, New Mexico). Founded May 5, 1972; constitution; seventy
members; $2 yearly dues; meets three times a year (business meeting in
June and workshops in fall and winter); publishes bimonthly newslet-
ter; contact John M. Kinney, President, Society of Southwest Archivists,
Texas State Archives, Post Office Box 12927, Capitol Station, Austin,
Tex. 78711. The second annual meeting of the society, held May 2-3
at Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, included three panel
discussions: "How to Prepare a Records Inventory," "May Your House
Be Safe," and "Publicity, Patrons and Money Raising"; and workshops
on "Publication of Archival Material," "Machine Readable Records,"
and "Oral History: Who, Why and How." F. Gerald Ham, SAA
President, delivered the principal address; and a business meeting was
held at which officers were elected: John M. Kinney, president (two-
year term); Sam Sizer, vice president; and C. George Younkin,
secretary-treasurer. Elected to two-year terms on the executive board
were Sandra Myres and Chester V. Kielman.

The Tennessee Archivists, an informal group, plan to meet twice a
year (spring and fall), for professional enrichment but without organi-
zational structure. Contact Cleo A. Hughes, Director, Archives Sec-
tion, Tennessee State Library and Archives, Nashville, Tenn. 37219.
At the March meeting the Senator Kenneth McKellar collection at the
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Memphis Public Library was examined, a tour of the State-County
Archives in Memphis was conducted, a workshop on hand lamination
was held, and Robert Orr, Memphis State University, discussed re-
search in Italian archives. A fall meeting is being planned at the
Media Center of the Country Music Hall of Fame; included on the
program will be a discussion of the lawsuit between CBS and Vander-
bilt University Television Archives.

Canadian Archival Organizations

The Prairie Archivists' Conference is an informal group of ar-
chivists serving the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta.
The organization does not have a constitution, dues, or newsletter.
Meetings are held once a year in each of the provinces in turn in order
to provide opportunity for discussion among archivists with the same
regional interests. Contact Alan D. Ridge, Director of Archives and
Records Management Services, Provincial Archives of Alberta,
12845—1O2 Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T5N OM6.

Association des Archivistes du Quebec. Founded 1968; constitu-
tion; 400 members; $15 yearly dues; meets three times a year; pub-
lishes Archives; contact Jacques Ducharme, Tresorier, L'Association des
Archivistes du Quebec, Case postale 159, Haute-Ville, Quebec, Canada
GiR 4P3. At the December 1973 meeting, the members approved a
constitutional amendment providing for the creation of sections within
the association. Included in the amendment is a financial clause which
stipulates that each section is to receive a fixed annual allotment of
funds plus half the yearly dues which its members pay the association.
A subsequent proposal to create a religious archives section was
modified in the establishment of a section on historic archives. At this
meeting Roland J. Auger, first president of the organization, was
named a fellow (Diplome d'Honneur) of the association.
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The Society of American Archivists

From President F. Gerald Ham:
Missions Accomplished

Of the many tasks facing the Society of American Archivists this
year, two were imperative. First, the Council had to employ the
Society's first full-time executive director. Second, we had to locate a
new institution to house our national office. I can report, with a sense
of great satisfaction and relief, that both of these objectives have been
attained—and with what I believe will prove to be a high degree of
success.

The Executive Director. Your new executive director is Ann Morgan
Campbell of San Francisco. Many of you know her; last year you
elected her to fulfill an unexpired term on the Council. Currently she
is serving on several SAA committees, including Nominations, and she
is active also in related professional organizations such as the Oral
History Association and the American Association for State and Local
History. Ann comes to the office of executive director from the
National Archives and Records Service, where she has served succes-
sively with the Kennedy Oral History Project, in the San Francisco
regional office of NARS, and, since 1972, at the San Bruno Federal
Records Center as chief of the archives branch, the first woman in
NARS to hold such a position.

As for the programs and objectives of her new office, Ann Campbell
says that the Report of the Committee for the 1970's provides her
starting point: to initiate needed programs, to monitor legislation
affecting our profession, to maintain liaison with related professional
organizations, and to develop sources of additional funding that will
sustain the expanding services* of the SAA. Though these will be
difficult tasks, our new executive director, we know, will have our full
cooperation and support. And certainly our new director is not afraid
of hard work—even the menial kind. As I write this page, for
instance, she is helping to move the Society's files and office equipment
to our new headquarters.

The New National Office. The University of Illinois at Chicago Circle,
is the Society's new home, and Chancellor Warren B. Cheston bids
us welcome to the Circle's academic community. The university has
generously provided us with a furnished suite of four offices in the

Material for this department should be sent to the Executive Director, Society of
American Archivists, University of Illinois, Chicago Circle, Box 8198, Chicago, 111. 60680.

5 1 1
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in fall. The Shipton family and some of their friends were playing
touch football. Enticed into the game, I suddenly found the football in
my arms and went running for the goal. Ted Shipton ran interference
for me all the way as he did so many times in so many ways in later
years.

I was not the only one for whom Ted Shipton ran interference.
Many benefited from his kind advice and wise counsel. He was a man
who crowded an uncommon amount of accomplishment and living into
his allotted years of three score and ten. It would take several men to
carry on the work that this one man accomplished, if, indeed, they ever
could.

HARLEY P. HOLDEN
Harvard University Archives

There's more
to Records
Storage
than storing
records!
4 reasons why Paige Miracle Box does more
than store office records —

| Miracle Box offers unmatched economy.
Because of its interlocked double walls and floor, Miracle Box
lasts ten times as long as single-walled corrugated storage files.
Miracle Box never splits at corners, never warps, never sags.

2 Miracle Box saves your personnel's time and labor.
Miracle Box is a completely-finished, file (not a "do-it-yourself"
project), sets up instantly, automatically—no folding, no taping,
no tabbing.

3 Miracle Box doesn't need shelving!
You may use shelving for semi-active 'records but inactive records
can be stacked high without shelving.

4 Miracle Box is top quality records storage equipment.
Made of virgin Kraft 2OO#-test corrugated fibreboard in the three
most wanted sizes: 12" wide x 15" long x 10" high, 12" wide x 24"
long x 10" high, 13" wide x 17" long x 14%" high.

Write or Phone for Brochure A-73 and Prices

THE PAIGE COMPANY, Inc.
432 Park Avenue South, New Y6rk, N. Y. 10016 • (212) 679-6626

Four convenient shipping points Coast-to-Coast .
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CALENDAR
Send notices to Kathryn M. Murphy, National Archivrs, Washington, D.C. 80408.

AUGUST 1974

• 27-29/American Historical Association, Pacific Coast Branch, annual meeting,
University of Washington, Seattle. Write Dorothy Secter, California State Univ.,
Sacramento, Calif. 95819.

• 29/Forest History Society, annual meeting (jointly with AHA), Seattle. Write Forest
History Society, Inc., 733 River St., Santa Cruz, Calif. 95060.

SEPTEMBER 1974

• 5-7/Manuscript Society, annual meeting, Sheraton-Carlton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Write Kenneth W. Rendell, 154 Wells Ave., Newton, Mass. 02159.

• 24-28/Ainerican Association for State and Local History, annual meeting, Austin.
Texas. Write AASLH. 132 Ninth Ave. North, Nashville. Tenn, 37203.

OCTOBER 1974

• 1-4/Society of American Archivists, 38th annual meeting, Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
Write Ann M. Campbell, Executive Director, SAA, Univ. of Illinois at Chicago Circle,
Box 8198, Chicago, 111. 60680.

• 2-5/Western History Association, annual conference, Alex Johnson Hotel, Rapid
City, South Dakota. Write William D. Rowley, Dept. of History, Univ. of Nevada,
Reno, Nev. 89507.

• 2-6/National Trust for Historic Preservation, annual meeting, Portland-Hilton
Hotel, Portland, Oregon. Write Samuel Welsh, National Trust for Historic Preserva-
tion, 748 Jackson Place NW., Washington, D.C. 20006.

• 20-23/American Records Management Association, annual conference, Washington
Plaza Hotel, Seattle. Write ARMA, 24 North Wabash Ave., Suite 833, Chicago,
111. 60602.

• 30-2 November/African Studies Association, annual meeting, Chicago. Write Sam
C. Sarkensian, Program Chairman. Dept. of Political Science, Loyola Univ., 6526 North
Sheridan Rd., Chicago, 111. 60626.

NOVEMBER 1974

• 1-2/American Society for Legal History, annual meeting, Shoreham Americana
Hotel, Washington. Write Maxwell Bloomfield, Dept. of History, Catholic Univ. of
America, Washington, D.C. 20017.

• 6-9/Southem Historical Association, annual meeting, Dallas, Texas. Write Bennett
H. Wall, Dept. of History, Tulane Univ., New Orleans, La. 70118.

DECEMBER 1974

• 28-30/American Historical Association, annual meeting, Chicago, Illinois. Write
AHA, 400 A St. SE., Washington, D.C. 20003.
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